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ABSTRACT
Aerial blight is caused by Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA. This pathogen also causes sheath
blight of rice. In Arkansas, many soybean and rice fields undergo an annual rotation of these
two crops which facilitates a continuous source of inoculum from one year to the next. Aerial
blight is a two stage disease in that R. solani AG1-IA colonizes the plant during the early
vegetative growth stages and then aerial blight develops after the soybean canopy closes in the
later reproductive stages of development. As a result of the upper portion of the canopy often
being asymptomatic, significant yield loss can occur in a field without the farmer being aware.
The damage below the canopy is not visible unless an aggressive scouting regimen is practiced.
In 2009, spatial sampling of fields undergoing an annual rotation of rice and soybeans was
initiated. The overall objective of the work was to determine the spatial distribution of the
pathogen as the fields were being rotated from rice to soybean. After, evaluation of several assay
methodologies, it was determined that a modified toothpick baiting procedure was the most
efficient along with plant sampling at growth stage V3. The toothpick method was determined to
assay approximately 15.75 cm3of soil at a bulk density of 1.3 g/cm3 and the isolation of
Rhizoctonia spp. was made more efficient by the creation of a new selective medium (TSM) that
was more effective in suppressing Trichoderma spp. and Zygomycetes.

Spatial sampling

determined that soil inoculum potential of the pathogen and the colonization of the plant at
growth stage V3 were correlated in two fields and distributions in all fields were in agreement
with the rice field levee system from the previous year’s rice crop. Further, aerial blight was
modeled in 2009 and the greatest amount of disease was also in agreement with the levee system.
The greatest recovery of inoculum and plants colonized by the pathogen occurred in the turns or
areas of the levee system now referred to as “logical areas of collection”. Spatial analyses can be
utilized to develop preferential scouting regimes and possibly precision fungicide applications to

suppress pathogen activity at the stage one colonization of the soybean plant during the early
vegetative growth stages of development.
During the project, it was determined that Rhizoctonia solani AG11 was the predominant
Rhizoctonia spp. in the fields. The distribution of inoculum of R. solani AG11 was mostly
aggregated in larger agriculturally significant ranges. Spatial analyses indicated that the fungus
preferentially colonized the soybean plants during the early vegetative stages of development in
areas of the field that tended to be relatively dryer. Further, controlled stand experiments
indicated the fungus was associated with greater plant stand across space.
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INTRODUCTION
Inception of the genus
Parmeter and Whitney (45) refer to the establishment of the Rhizoctonia genus concept
by de Candolle in 1815 with the description that “sclerotia were produced in uniform texture
with hyphal threads emanating from them and the association with roots of living plants”. This
nebulous description has lead to a group of fungi comprising Rhizoctonia that are somewhat
unrelated (38, 45). Through morphology, Moore separated Rhizoctonia with doliopore septa
from those with simple pores and used this morphological character to establish organisms into
the genera (38). However, plant pathologists have retained the artificial genus Rhizoctonia
which

encompases

Moniliopsis

spp.

(teleomorph:

Thanatephorus),

Ceratorhiza

spp.

(Teleomorph: Ceratobasidium), and Epulorhiza spp.(Teleomorph: Tulasnella) (52). The plant
pathogen Rhizoctonia solani Kühn is in the genus Moniliopsis [Teleomorph: Thanatephorus
cucumeris Donk, Frank].
Morphology of Rhizoctonia solani
Rhizoctonia solani is typically observed to have multinucleate cells, septate hyphae,
branching near the distal septum in young hyphae with constriction of the base branch, formation
of a septum in the base branch near the point of origin, and some shade of brown pigmentation
(44).

Fungi within R. solani do not have clamp connections, sclerotia with a rind or

rhizomorphs.
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Anastomosis groups
Rhizoctonia solani is referred to as a species complex because it contains many related
but genetically isolated sub-specific groups (1, 41) called anastomosis groups. Members within
each anastomosis group are more closely related to each another than to members of the other
groups as indicated by the ability to anastomose (44). Currently, there are 14 anastomosis
groups (10). All of these anastomosis groups share the teleomorph Thanatephoris cucumeris.
The original four groups (AG 1 to 4) are comprised of fungi causing disease on economically
important crops worldwide (44). The remaining groups are presently thought to be pathogens of
less importance except AG 12 which are mycorhizal fungi (12). Beneath the anastomosis groups
are subsets, subgroups, or cultural types referred to as intraspecific groups (6, 10, 23, 25, 40, 59).
An example is AG1-1A, AG1-1B, AG1-1C and the newly described AG1-1D on coffee (47).
Within AG1, all isolates from the cultural types should anastomose but are distinguished based
on sclerotial morphology (50), base sequence homology (52), RFLP of rDNA-ITS (33), AFLP
(58), or fatty acid analysis (54-57).
Isolation
Plants. Isolation from plants typically involves surface disinfestation of the plant part
with either a 70% solution of ethanol or a 10% solution of 0.5% sodium hypochlorite. After
disinfestation, plant sections or whole plants are placed on media designed to suppress bacterial
grown when isolation of fungi is desired. Media that has been used include acidified water agar
(AWA pH 4.5) with 1 drop lactic acid 10% (23, 47), Potato dextrose agar (PDA) with 200 mg
streptomycin sulfate (39), or PDA acidified with 1 ml 50% lactic acid per liter (36).

3

Soil. Isolation from soil can be more difficult due to the soil microflora. For this reason
baiting with plants or plant material (31) or direct soil plating (soil pelleter) (21) are frequently
used. A number of selective media have been developed to aid in isolation by these techniques
by suppressing undesirable fungi or bacteria (11, 14, 26).
Identification
Anastomosis reaction. Anastomosis reactions with tester isolates of known identity are
used to determine the anastomosis group of this fungus. Anastomosis reactions are the fusion of
hyphae of genetically similar or genetically identical fungal isolates. The reactions can be
visualized using Kronland’s clean slide technique (28) or a similar technique. A scale has been
developed to assign the type of anastomosis reaction observed by an isolate to various testers.
The scale ranges from C0 to C4 and is explained in more detail by Carling et al. (10, 13).
Nuclear condition. The number of nuclei per hyphal cell is determined by nuclear
staining with chemicals such as Safranin-O (3), aniline blue (22), the fluorescent stain DAPI
(35) , and trypan blue in lactophenol (48).
Teleomorph. Induction of the perfect state or sexual state of Thanatephorus cucumeris
can be done in a modified soil-over method where the fungus is grown over yeast extractdextrose agar and then covered with oven dried soil, and adjusted to a pH of 8 to 9 at 30% soil
moisture by weight (60).
Molecular techniques.

Molecular techniques have been used to identify fungi

morphologically similar to Rhizoctonia solani. Kuninaga et al. (29) reported the 5.8s rDNA
sequence was completely conserved among 45 isolates for all AGs examined, but ITS rDNA
sequence was highly variable among isolates. The ITS regions were above 96% for isolates of
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the same subgroup, 66-100% for isolates of different subgroups within AG, and 55-96% for
isolates of different AG. In neighbor-joining trees based on distances derived from ITS rDNA
sequences IA, IB and 1C within AG1 and subgroups HG-1 and HG-II within AG4 were placed
on statistically significant branches as assessed by bootstrap analysis indicating that the ITS
region can be a useful tool in identifying different isolates among AG.
Isolates could also be differentiated by fatty acid analysis at AG or below as mentioned
previously for AG1.

This holds true for other important AG such as AG 4.

AG 4 is a

heterogeneous subgroup with homogenous groups proposed as HG-I, HG-II, HG-III based on
fatty acid profiles (57). These profiles have been confirmed with a small number of isolate
cultural morphologies.
RFLP has shown significant variation among intraspecific groups of other AGs in
addition to AG 1-1A, 1-1B, and 1-1C (62). The relatively high level of restriction variation
among isolates representing different intraspecific groups offers opportunity for detection of
isolates from the same anastomosis group and from the same field but different intraspecific
groups.
Recently Budge et al. (7), used the ribosomal internal transcribed spacer region of
Rhizoctonia solani isolates to detect and differentiate between 11 anastomosis groups of the
fungus. The molecular detection techniques in this study were also used to quantitatively assess
populations of specific anastomosis groups of R. solani using real-time PCR. The protocol
allowed for the detection of the pathogen at a sensitivity of up to one sclerotium per 5 kg soil.
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Disease cycle and spatial distribution
Rhizoctonia solani causes diseases on a wide array of host plant species (51). The fungus
usually infects the plant by the formation of an infection cushion on the plant surface and
directing infection pegs through the cell wall into the epidermal cells (20, 27) as referenced by
Marshall et al. (34). The general R. solani disease cycle can be seen in Figure 1. The disease
cycle displays both the perfect and sterile stage of the fungus. However, most Rhizoctonia spp.
are believed to reproduce only asexually (51) but R. solani AG1-1A has been observed as
reproducing sexually in the field (25).
Without sexual reproduction as a contributing factor to dissemination, i.e. a viable
airborne spore, the expected distribution of any R. solani AG should be aggregated. Paulitz et al.
demonstrated an aggregated distribution of root rot of wheat (46) while Gilligen et al.
demonstrated an aggregated distribution of R. solani in Solanum tuberosum (18). Soilborne
plant pathogens are disseminated through a combination of drainage, tillage, and equipment
followed by expansion of the pathogen population in a conducive soil environment. On a
microscale, as the bulk density of a soil increases the density of hyphae within that soil also
increases (19). Additionally, the spread of fungal colonies is restricted when the soil pore is
blocked by water (42). Considering these points, a more wet and compacted soil should provide
a more aggregated distribution of a given R. solani. It should also indicate a greater inoculum
potential for a given area with a higher bulk density and propensity for water holding.
Distribution, however, is confined to field.
In theory, the inoculum distribution of a given R. solani AG should be spatially
autocorrelated and correlated to the disease caused. Positive spatial autocorrelation indicates that
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like observations are more closely related to observations at a closer distance than those
observations that are farther away. The idea of “distance decay” is based on the assumptions that
like observations closely related in space also share some degree of spatial dependence upon one
another. Savary et al. (49), assessed a sheath blight epidemic in farmers fields and determined
primary inoculum was not aggregated. However, sheath blight was aggregated during the wet
season. Conversely, sheath blight was not aggregated during the dry season and structure
deteriorated. Previous to this work, Belmar et al. (5) had determined that inoculum of R. solani
AG1 was aggregated as was sheath blight.

However, only inoculum was spatially

autocorrelated. These two studies offer insight into the importance of overcoming the modified
areal unit problem (MAUP) when determining the aggregation of R. solani and attempting to
study the distribution of inoculum and disease on a spatial scale. The modified areal unit
problem states that any distribution is a product of perspective. In effect, the same data could be
spatially dispersed (the opposite of aggregated) at a small scale or spatially aggregated at a larger
scale. To satisfy MAUP, spatial sampling must be done on a scale that exhausts a logical space.
Examples of this relevant to this dissertation might be to sample an entire filed or a large portion
of a field (multiple acres) using a rice levee system to justify sampling scale. In the case of
spatial autocorrelation, the inconsistencies often associated with agreement or dependence of
observations in space may likely be a product of the scale with which the data are being
analyzed. In short, evidence suggests that primary inoculum and disease may be explained on
different spatial scales (5, 49) and that to properly explain the differences, MAUP must be
satisfied.
Spatial data analysis. Spatial data is initially subjected to exploratory spatial data
analysis that included data plots and Moran’s I (61) in OpenGeoda (2) and semivariograms
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modeled in ARCGIS 10.1 using the Geostatistical Analyst Wizard. The semi-variogram
statistics (lag, range, nugget, partial-sill) were used to create trend surface models to aid in
visual comparisons to levees. An Ordinary Least Squares regression model was fit to the data to
assess relationships among the variables. Diagnostics that assessed multicollinearity (JarqueBera), heteroskedasticity (Breusch-Pagan and Koenker-Bassett), and spatial dependence
(Moran’s I for residuals and Lagrange multipliers for error and lag) were also employed. If
diagnostics indicated a possible spatial correlation of error, the spatial error model was refit to
the data. If the correlation appeared to be between the observations, the spatial lag model was fit
to the data. The spatial dependence models are given and described below:

      
  

[1]
[2]

   

In the spatial lag model [1], Wy is the spatially lagged dependent variable for the weight matrix
W, x is the matrix of observation on the explanatory variables,  is the error term vector, and  is
the spatial coefficient. In the spatial error model [2],  is the vector of the spatially weighted
error terms W,

is the spatial error coefficient, and

is the vector of the uncorrelated error

terms.
Standard deviation ellipses (SDE) were also calculated to assess the distribution of points
with the highest observations of soil inoculum potential or plant colonization using the Spatial
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Analyst tool in ArcGIS 10.1. A detailed explanation of the equation and practical application
has been previously described (15).
Important diseases caused by Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA
Sheath blight of rice. Rice is a major food staple of many countries around the world.
Unfortunately, in most of these countries conditions are favorable for the development of sheath
blight. Sheath blight of rice is caused by R. solani AG 1-1A (63). Other than rice blast, sheath
blight is the most destructive disease of rice throughout the world. Under favorable conditions
for disease development, (low sunlight, high humidity, and temperatures between 28 to 320C,
disease spreads rapidly from plant to plant by fast growing runner hyphae (17). Sclerotia are
produce on the plant and fall to the ground with dying plant material. These sclerotia are
buoyant and can float to other plants within the field and infect them (30).
Symptoms of sheath blight include oval lesions on the sheath at or just above the water
line at the junction of the leaf and sheath. Early lesions are pale green to off-white with a narrow
purple-brown or brown border, usually 1 cm or less wide and approximately 2 to 3 cm long.
Lesions may coalesce as disease symptoms move up the plant. Both sheaths and leaves are
commonly infected and killed as the disease grows upward. R. solani can infect the panicle
under severe conditions destroying the grain.
While fungicides are often applied to control this disease, partial resistance has been
reported against the current population of pathogens (43) To date, Jasmine 85 still maintains a
level of resistance (32).
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Aerial blight of soybean.
Arkansas.

Aerial blight is a major disease of soybeans grown in

In years when conditions are favorable for disease, substantial yield losses are

observed.
Formally, aerial blight is caused by R. solani AG1-1A and web blight is caused by R.
solani AG1-1B and AG1-1C (66). The symptoms are probably indistinguishable in the field and
the differentiation of disease lies in sclerotial size of the pathogen. For this reason, growers often
refer to these diseases similarly as aerial/web blight even though it appears that the R. solani
AG1-1A pathogen is predominant in Arkansas due to frequent rotation with rice.
Symptoms of aerial blight include: gray water-soaked lesions on the plant with numerous
aerial hyphae under the soybean canopy and sclerotia readily forming on the leaves, pods and
stems of the plant. As disease progresses, pods can become damaged and seed development
impeded. Typically, defoliation coincides with prolonged disease but the top canopy may be
intact as leaves underneath abscise from the plant and fall to the ground. The sclerotia on the
leaves beneath the plants can serve as a secondary form of inoculum and aerial mycelia
spreading though the canopy allows infection of neighboring plants.
Aerial blight has been referred to as a two stage disease (67). The initial stage is
inoculum infecting seedling stems as they emerge and the plant develops. The second stage
occurs upon canopy closure when humidity reaches near 100% within and under the canopy
allowing the fungus to progress rapidly up the plant and then spread to neighboring plants.
Yield losses have been reported to be as much as 30 to 60% in Brazil (64) and 30 to 45%
in Louisiana (65). There is no known resistant cultivar to aerial blight (16) although some
cultivar differences have been reported in field screening in Arkansas. Management is typically
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through aerial applications of strobilurin fungicides such as Azoxystrobin. This fungicide also
has efficacy against other diseases on soybean including soybean rust (16). However, concerns
of the development of resistant populations of some pathogens have developed due to repeated
use of the same chemistries for multiple diseases (37).
Antagonists
Fungi antagonistic to Rhizoctonia have been identified as having the ability to reduce the
severity of disease on desirable plants. Of these, some are other non-pathogenic Rhizoctonia
solani, bi-nucleate Rhizoctonia or fungi in other genera such as Trichoderma spp. or a sterile
white basidiomycete. Ichielevich-Auster (24) showed that a non-pathogenic isolate of AG-4
reduced damping off in seedlings of cotton, radish, and wheat by R. solani and R. zea by 7694%. Cardoso (9) reported bi-nucleate Rhizoctonia protected bean seedlings from a virulent
isolate of AG-4 causing root rot. At least one Trichoderma harzianum isolate also lessened
disease. In another study (9), bi-nucleate Rhizoctonia isolates protected snap bean seedlings
from an isolate of AG-4 causing root rot by what was deemed a metabolic mechanism of
protection.

Bean seedlings were exposed to the bi-nucleate isolate and then replanted.

Replanted seedlings maintained a level of suppression of the pathogen. Root exudates from the
bi-nucleate treated seedlings were also inhibitory to the pathogen in vitro. Burpee (8) also
reported disease suppression by bi-nucleate Rhizoctonia on brown patch disease caused by R.
solani AG2-2 III B on creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera). Sumner et al. (4), reported a
sterile white basidiomycete that protected bean from Rhizoctonia solani and recently Spurlock
(53) found an unidentified sterile white basidiomycete that protected zoysiagrass from R. solani
AG2-2(LP).
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In Arkansas, rice and soybeans are rotated annually. This rotation maintains a constant
inoculum source for the crop planted the following year and, in theory, should continue to
increase inoculum seasonally. However, due to the abiotic and biotic environment inoculum still
may not be distributed throughout a field.
The major objective of this research was to sample rice/soybean fields and assess
inoculum densities of pathogenic Rhizoctonia spp. For this research, a quantitative assay was
developed. The research should clarify the location of inoculum on residue or soil, the nature of
inoculum as sclerotia or hyphae, and the distribution and movement of inoculum. The data
should allow an opportunity to generate predictive models and advise the grower on potential
areas in a field with more inoculum than others (risk of disease). In theory, early control of
disease at the most critical points, could allow for more economical control of disease throughout
a growing season. Techniques for spatial assessment of the inoculum densities and disease
assessments and possible correlations will be explained in more detail in the following chapters.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1. The general disease cycle of Rhizoctonia solani. (apsnet.org)
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CHAPTER I

Evaluation of Methods to Quantify Rhizoctonia species Populations in Soil
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ABSTRACT
The best method to quantitatively determine the populations of Rhizoctonia solani in soil
from soybean fields undergoing rice and soybean rotations was determined for use in a large
scale spatial study to be done over multiple fields and years. The methods evaluated were the
toothpick baiting method, the multiple pellet soil sampler, and the pour plate methods using
elutriated organic matter from soil and surface residue. The toothpick baiting method was
calibrated using the multiple pellet soil sampler and determined to assay a soil volume of
15.75cm3 at a bulk density of 1.3 g/cm3. The subsequent radius of isolation for each toothpick
was 1.037 cm from the outside edge. In 2009 and 2010, the toothpick method was determined to
be the most reliable method for assaying these soils with the most “hits” in space and the greater
recovery of Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA, Rhizoctonia solani AG11, and Rhizoctonia oryzae, the
major Rhizoctonia spp. in these fields, when quantified as propagules per volume of soil and
organic matter. In 2011, the recovery of the three groups of Rhizoctonia spp. did not differ
statistically when the toothpick baiting method was compared to the multiple pellet soil sampler
after the volume of soil assayed by the pellet sampler was increased to be similar to that of the
toothpick method. However, the labor involved in assaying a similar volume of soil with the
multiple pellet soil sampler was determined to be unsuitable for a large scale spatial study. The
toothpick baiting method is preferred over the other methods because it was determined to be
thorough, inexpensive, non-destructive and rapid. Additionally, the use of the toothpick baiting
method allows for the determination of the depth of inoculum and saprophytic activity of isolated
fungi. The mean depth of activity of R. solani AG1-IA, R. solani AG11, and R. oryzae was 1.65,
2.061, and 1.97 cm respectively.
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INTRODUCTION
Quantifying Rhizoctonia spp. in field soil has been performed many times using methods
such as baiting, screening, and direct plating (3, 4, 7-10, 18, 26, 29, 31). In most cases, selective
media are used to suppress bacteria and fast growing fungi and Oomycetes that could limit the
ability to properly assess the populations (17, 21, 24, 25, 28, 30). Even with the use of media
that suppresses microorganisms, from soil or organic matter, the need for saprophytic growth of
the desirable Rhizoctonia spp. make quantitative recovery difficult.
Direct plating involves the placement of an inoculum source on media. The source can
be hyphal fragments, plant debris, sclerotia, a given mass of soil, or surface disinfested plant
material. This method is typically employed secondary to a sampling technique such as baiting
or elutriation. In addition, recovery is limited by the workers’ ability to identify Rhizoctonia spp.
growing onto the medium along with the other microorganisms present. Direct plating of soil
using a multiple pellet sampler (8) allows the estimation of propagules of R. solani (inoculum)
per gram of soil. Soils high in clay content or high in soil organic matter or plant debris may be
problematic to create the soil cylinder by the apparatus. The pelleting method does not allow for
a determination of what the inoculum source is; hyphal fragment or sclerotium, or on what soil
fraction the inoculum resides in; plant debris or in soil pore space.
Elutriation procedures provide a means to separate colonized soil organic matter (4) and
sclerotia from soil samples. This can only be done through destructive sampling. To separate
organic material, the samples are placed in a cylinder and combined with water. The water is
then agitated with air pressure. The samples are softened by the water and separated by the
agitation. This allows plant material and sclerotia to float, or be poured out of the top of the
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cylinder and into various screens to separate different sized particles. The material is removed
from the screens and suspended in or directly plated on a selective medium and fungal colonies
are isolated and transferred to be identified and quantified. The use of non-selective media is
most likely too tedious because of the growth of saprophytic microorganisms (30). Only a
fraction of the recovered material can be assayed, but, in theory, allows for the determination of
soil inoculum from sclerotia or colonized soil organic material per a given mass of material or
volume of soil.
Baiting can be accomplished using seeds (20), plants (9) or toothpicks (22) in a given
volume of soil to allow for colonization by Rhizoctonia spp. Seeds and plants can both be placed
into the soil to allow for colonization per a given unit of soil. The procedure is destructive and
the unit of soil cannot be re-sampled. The toothpick method has shown great promise as an
inexpensive and rapid assay. This method is nondestructive and entails placing toothpicks
vertically in the soil and incubating them for a given time period. The toothpicks are harvested
and then directly plated on a selective medium. The toothpick allows for the quantitative
determination of isolates per a given volume of soil. With all of these recovery techniques,
inoculum potential depends both on the inoculum’s density and the subsequent saprophytic
growth of Rhizoctonia.

This is unlike dilution plating techniques where the spores of an

organism are recovered and colony forming units are determined on appropriate media.
Quantitative PCR techniques have also been used to quantify Rhizoctonia solani (2).
This method avoids the need for a recovery techniques and a reliable selective media. Through
the use of soil extraction techniques, specific regions of DNA can be amplified in a PCR reaction
using specific primers. Primers have been developed for the rITS region of many R. solani
anastomosis groups and intraspecific groups. An obvious limitation with this technique is the
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sparse population of R. solani which has been reported to be frequently as low as 2 propagules
per 100 grams of soil in areas where it can be responsible for plant disease (31). Given the small
amount of soil to be used in the extraction for the QPCR reaction, detection may be highly
variable for a sampled area.

The reported theoretical sensitivity of the QPCR technique using

specific primers is able to detect a 3 mg sclerotium in 5 kg soil. However, due to background
“noise” of many other unrelated soil fungi, this technique is likely not that sensitive.

In

addition, this technique only indirectly suggests inoculum potential as inoculum may range from
hyphal fragment to large many celled sclerotia and may amplify dead material. Recovery of AG1 isolates in fallow soil that had originated from rice plants with sheath blight disease was
reported to be reduced by 48% after 86 days and then 100% after 211 days (1). It is likely that a
large portion of sclerotia in soils where rice and soybean rotation has occurred is not viable.
The objective of this work is to determine the best methodology to accompany plant
sampling to quantify populations of Rhizoctonia spp. in fields with a history of rice and soybean
rotation while not biasing recovery of species or subspecies of this genus. To allow large scale
spatial sampling (1.62 - 2.43 ha) over multiple fields and years, any method chosen must be fast,
utilize minimal labor, and be inexpensive enough to be repeated thousands of times throughout
the study.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Toothpick calibration. Aged sclerotia, 18 months, of Rhizoctonia solani AG4 produced
on sterile green beans were used for the experiments. To produce sclerotia, approximately 100
grams of frozen green beans were added to GA-7 tissue culture boxes (Magenta LLC, Chicago,
IL) and autoclaved 30 minutes on three consecutive days. An isolate of R. solani AG4 isolated
from cotton at the Delta Branch Station near Clarksville, AR, isolate PATH, was grown on
amended Potato Dextrose Agar (PDArad; 18 g Difco potato dextrose agar, 10 and 250 mg of the
antibiotics rifampicin and ampicillin, respectively, and the miticide fenpropathrin (0.14
mg a.i. per liter Danitol 2.4 EC, Valent Chemical Co.) from stock culture. Three PDA disks from
the culture (#3 cork borer) were added to the sterile green beans and incubated for two wk under
normal light at room temperature. Inoculum was then spread out on cafeteria trays with paper
towels underneath the beans and dried in a laminar flow hood for approximately 7 to10 days.
Dry beans were scraped into a blender (about 1/3 full) and ground on high for one minute.
Ground material was sieved through #18, #25, and #50 screens stacked on top of each other. The
material collected in the # 25 sieve was stored in glass jars and refrigerated.
Natural soil (Stuttgart soil series) from a field in Stuttgart, AR was collected for use in
this experiment. The field had been in rice and soybeans and R. solani AG4 was not detected in
a preliminary assay. Sclerotia were mixed in each cup at 0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 colony
forming units (CFU) / g of soil (equivalent oven dry weight, ODW). Colony forming units added
were determined by plating 100 individual pieces of inoculum on Petri dishes filled with Ko and
Hora medium (12). The inoculum in the container was shaken to mix sclerotia fragments
between harvesting every five pieces. Those forming colonies were considered viable. Field soil
was diluted with the appropriate CFU / g based of the percentage of viable propagules. The
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proper concentration of CFU / g was added to 800 g of bulk soil (ODW) in plastic bags and
mixed thoroughly by hand.

After mixing approximately 616 g soil was placed in 16 oz

Styrofoam® cups and packed to a bulk density of 1.3 g/cm3. Five toothpicks approximately 5cm
apart were uniformly inserted vertically into each pot to a 5cm depth and incubated for 48 hr.
Pots were incubated in a growth chamber at 25°C (11) with a 12 hr photoperiod and wetted to
50% water holding capacity, (% water v/v) immediately after placement into the growth
chamber. Five replications (pots) of each dilution were arranged in a randomized complete
block design and the experiment was conducted twice.

After incubation, toothpicks were

removed and placed on Ko and Hora medium and incubated at room temperature. Emerging
colonies resembling Rhizoctonia spp. were transferred to PDArad.

Colonies were grouped

according to cultural appearance and the data recorded for amount of toothpick colonization (a
possible five 1-cm positions per toothpick).
The remaining soil from each plastic bag was assayed using the soil pelleter (8). Using
this method, fifteen pellets were ejected onto Petri dishes containing Ko and Hora media. Ten
groups of pellets were plated for each experimental unit. An extra dish of pellets from each
experimental unit was dried at 105°C to get an ODW for each group. Dishes were incubated at
room temperature and emerging colonies similar to Rhizoctonia spp. were transferred to PDArad.
One colony was transferred per pellet. Colonies were grouped according to cultural appearance
and the total colonies of R. solani AG4 recorded.
The total number of R. solani AG4 isolates collected was corrected using a formula for
multiple colonization (ln (1/1-x)), to account for multiple units of inoculum colonizing a 1-cm
section of a toothpick or soil pellet (26). The corrected total for the pellet assay was multiplied
by the number of isolates recovered and then divided by the total mass of soil assayed (ODW)
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using the multiple pellet soil sampler to determine the propagules of R. solani AG4 recovered per
gram of soil. The total soil assayed by the toothpick method was determined by standardizing
the corrected total recovery from the toothpick assay by the recovery per mass of soil assayed by
the multiple pellet soil sampler and then dividing by the corrected total recovery by the multiple
pellet soil sampler for each inoculum treatment. The mass of the soil was divided by the bulk
density to yield the cm3 soil assayed by the toothpick and subsequently the number of propagules
recovered in that volume per treatment. The protocol is summarized in the equation below:
      ///5
Where TPVOL is the volume assayed by an individual toothpick, TCORR is the corrected
total of recovery by all toothpicks, PELLWT is the oven dry weight of all pellets, PCORR is the
corrected total recovery of all pellets, and BD is the bulk density of the soil in which the
experiment was done. The product is divided by 5 to give the volume of an individual toothpick.
Field sampling procedure. Forty-eight field positions were mapped using a Trimble
GeoXT GPS unit and Geobeacon (Trimble Navigation Limited, Sunnyvale, CA) on 10 April
2009 in a field near Stuttgart, AR. The positions were selected to represent the slope of the field
with a pair of points in a row to be positioned intermittent of the previous season’s rice levees
with three rows of sampling points (Fig. 1). Sampling was performed on GPS positions on 10
April 2009 and 14 April 2010, and rice and soybean were produced the previous season,
respectively. The positions were located after the initial sampling using Trac-Mate software
(Farm Works Information Management, Hamilton, IN) within the Windows Mobile 6.0
operating system (Microsoft Corp., Redlands, WA) operating on a Trimble Nomad 6GB
(Trimble Navigation Limited, Sunnyvale, CA). Sampling consisted of removing intact sections
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of rice residue and soil from each position using a turfgrass sod-cutter (Bluebird SC550 45.72
cm, Bluebird, Charlotte, NC) at approximately a 5-cm depth and placing the samples into 91.44
x 45.72 cm plastic tubs. Surface residue and soil were not disturbed. Lids were placed on tubs
and samples were transported back to the laboratory in Fayetteville, AR and stored at room
temperature with the lids on to retain soil moisture (22°C). All assays were completed within
two weeks from the time of sampling. In 2009, the selective medium used was Ko and Hora. In
2010, two media were used for each assay, one assay utilized Ko and Hora medium and the
second assay utilized a newly developed selective medium, TS1 (27). Each assay was performed
simultaneously for both media.
Toothpick baiting. Fifteen toothpicks were placed vertically in the soil to a depth of 5
cm and incubated at room temperature for 48 hr for each tub (22). Toothpicks were arbitrarily
placed in the soil no closer than 5 cm to each other. Toothpicks were then removed and placed
on solidified selective medium in 100 mm diameter Petri dishes, 3 toothpicks per dish. From 12
hr to 48 hr after plating, fungal colonies resembling Rhizoctonia spp. were marked (Fig 2.) and
transferred to PDArad.
Residue plating.

The depth of the rice residue was measured three times at arbitrary

locations in the tubs containing intact soil samples. The residue was then removed from the
surface of the intact samples from each tub immediately after the toothpick assay and
refrigerated in separate plastic bags in 2009. Samples were removed from storage, mixed, and a
mean of 1.253 g of residue removed from each sample and cut with sterilized scissors into 1-cm
long sections (Fig 3). The chopped sample was then mixed with molten Ko and Hora medium
and swirled for about 10 seconds and poured into 8 to10 Petri dishes. Dilution of material in the
molten media was determined by visual inspection of particle density in the Petri dishes.
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Samples were incubated at room temperature for approximately 14 to 16 hours before marking
and transferring all colonies that appeared to be Rhizoctonia spp. into PDArad. Petri dishes were
visually inspected again 24 hr later and additional transfers to PDArad were made if needed.
Elutriation. Bulk soil samples were removed from the stored intact samples from each
tub by cutting an approximately 500 cm3 block of soil from the center of the bulk soil in the tubs
after residue removal and placed into individual plastic bags marked by tub. The soil was
removed from the plastic bags and eluted in a semi-automatic elutriator (Fig 4.) Elutriator
settings were set to an 8 minute cycle at 40 psi agitation using NO. 140 (106 µm) U.S.A.
standard test sieves (Hogentogler & CO., Inc., Columbia, MD). These samples were then placed
in plastic bags and stored overnight at 2 to 5°C. Representative samples were taken from the
eluted material and dried at 60°C for 48 hr to estimate moisture content across all samples. A
mean of 1.308g ODW was mixed with approximately 250 ml of molten selective medium and
poured into 10 to 15 Petri dishes.

Samples were incubated at room temperature for

approximately 14 to 16 hours before marking and transferring all colonies that appeared to be
Rhizoctonia spp. onto PDArad (Fig 5). Petri dishes were visually inspected a second time, 24 hr
later, and additional transfers were made if necessary. In 2010, the mean mass of eluted residue
was 1.187g ODW while all other methods were the same.
Pelleting. After removal of bulk soil for the elutriation procedure, a multiple-pellet soil
sampler (Fig. 6) was used to make 150 pellets per sample (8). Soil pellets were ejected on
selective medium in 10 Petri dishes for each sample and incubated overnight at room
temperature. After 12 hr incubation, colonies resembling Rhizoctonia spp. were marked and
transferred into Petri dishes filled with PDArad. Petri dishes were visually inspected again 24 hr
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later and additional transfers made if needed. An additional set of 15 pellets was collected for
each sample to determine the oven dry pellet weight, by drying for 48 hr at 105°C.
In 2011, 20 GPS positions, 10 per field, were arbitrarily chosen in two fields for methods
comparison. One field was the same field near Stuttgart, AR and the other field was located near
Hazen, Arkansas. For each position, 5, 16 oz. Styrofoam® cups (Dow Chemical Worldwide)
were filled with approximately 300 cm3 of soil using a Bulb Hound bulb planter (Hound Dog
products, Inc., Edna, MN) and transported back to the laboratory in Fayetteville, AR. The
bottom of each cup was punctured with one hole that was approximately 2 mm in diameter. Cups
were irrigated from the bottom and allowed to drain for 12 hr to equilibrate to field capacity.
Toothpicks then were placed in each cup, 6 per cup, and incubated for 48 hr as mentioned
previously. After toothpick removal, the soil from each cup was placed in a plastic bag and
mixed. After mixing, a portion was poured into clean plastic trays and assayed using the multiple
pellet soil sampler. The plastic bags of soil were eluted individually as previously described. A
mean of 1.380 g ODW material was collected from the eluted residue and was assayed. The
toothpick, pellet, and eluted residue were incubated on the TS1 medium and fungal isolates
collected as previously described. The GPS positions were treated as a completely randomized
design across two fields.
Isolate collection and identification. Isolates in pure culture grown on PDArad were
grouped by Rhizoctonia species according to like morphology and counted by position and
method. Isolates morphologically similar to Rhizoctonia spp. were subjected to anastomosis
reactions with testers of known identity (13, 16).

After anastomosis reaction, 12 isolates

representing the three major groups were arbitrarily selected to confirm identity of the group by
amplification of the rITS1 and ITS4 regions (APPENDIX B).
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Analysis. For the comparison of volumes estimated for the toothpick baiting method
using four rates of R. solani AG4 inoculum, data were analyzed using PROC GLM in SAS 9.2
(SAS Institute, Cary, NC) with means of fixed effects separated using Fisher’s protected LSD.
After standardization of the toothpick baiting method, all populations were represented as
volume of the appropriate substrate (ODW). For comparisons of methods in 2009 and 2010
populations were compared using descriptive statistics (mean, std.dev., and CV) and the number
of points positive for recovery (from a possible 48) recorded and reported as “hits”. For
methods comparisons in 2011, data was analyzed using PROC MIXED in SAS 9.2 and means of
fixed effects separated using Fisher’s Protected LSD.
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RESULTS
The recovery of R. solani AG4 using the soil pellet assay was used to calculate the
volume of soil assayed by the toothpick baiting method. A soil volume of 15.75 cm3 at a bulk
density of 1.3 g/cm3 was assayed per toothpick based on a recovery equivalent to the multiple
pellet soil sampler. This equates to a radius of approximately 1.037 cm from the outside edge of
the toothpick given the following formula:
   !"#$ %&'()/* 1  1/3* 2
4

Where r is the radius of the toothpick, the toothpick volume is 15.75 cm3 and is divided by the
volume of a cylinder with a height (h1) of 4 cm and a cone with a height (h2) of 1 cm (Fig 7).
The volume of soil assayed for the four soil inoculum potentials of R. solani AG4 recovered
ranged from 11.6 to 21.5 cm3 and did not differ significantly among infestation levels (Fig 8).
Digital images representing the attachment of R. solani AG4 and R. solani AG11 are represented
in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively.
The three predominant groups of Rhizoctonia spp. recovered in 2009, 2010 and 2011
were R. solani AG1-IA, R. solani AG11, and R. oryzae. Overall, the toothpick baiting method
yielded the most consistent recovery of these isolates in 2009 (Table 1) and 2010 (Table 2). The
populations of Rhizoctonia spp. yielded from the pelleter and elutriation recovery methods did
not include R. solani AG1-IA in 2009.

Further, no isolates from the three predominant

Rhizoctonias were recovered in 2010 using the elutriation methodology and Ko and Hora
medium. A newly developed medium (TS1) provided better suppression of Trichoderma spp.
and allowed for detection of R. solani for elutriation. However, the recovery of Rhizoctonia spp.
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from elutriation was not more consistent than the toothpick baiting method even with improved
media performance.
In 2011, the multiple pellet soil sampler, the toothpick baiting method and the elutriation
methods were compared using only TS1 medium. The elutriation yielded the most inconsistent
recovery in that R. solani AG11 was recovered at only 6 (hits) of 20 positions, Rhizoctonia
solani AG1-IA was not recovered, and R. oryzae was only recovered from two positions. Given
this inconsistency, the elutriation method was omitted from analysis. The methodology for the
pellet sampling method had been modified to include more soil assayed per position. In fact, the
amount of soil assayed in 2009 and 2010 was 82.425 cm3 and 164.85 cm3 (82.425 cm3 per
medium) per point respectively. This total was increased to approximately 412.125 cm3 per
point in 2011. The increase in volume resulted in the per point comparison for the toothpick
method and the multiple pellet soil sampler being similar in that the 30 toothpicks per points
assayed an estimated volume of 472.5 cm3. This resulted in more consistent recovery of R. solani
AG11, AG1-IA, and R. oryzae than in previous years. The toothpick baiting method and the
multiple pellet soil sampler did not differ as a sampling method. Hits for the toothpick baiting
method for R. solani AG11, R. solani AG1-IA, and R. oryzae were 9, 3, and 3 respectively. Hits
for R. solani AG11, R. solani AG1-IA, and R. oryzae were 9, 6, and 11 respectively using the
pelleter. There was a group level interaction present in the analysis. (ANOVA, APPENDIX A,
Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4.)

There was a greater amount of R. solani AG11 recovered in

Hazen and a greater amount of R. solani AG1-IA recovered in Stuttgart (Table 3.).
The toothpick baiting method also allowed for the estimation of the depth of saprophytic
activity by the recovered Rhizoctonia spp. Across all years the mean of depths recorded was
between 1.3 and 2.5 cm for all Rhizoctonia spp. (Table 4).
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DISCUSSION
Based on the results from two years of field evaluation, it was concluded that the
toothpick baiting method was a suitable method to utilize for recovery of Rhizoctonia spp. from
fields undergoing rice and soybean rotation. The toothpick method is non-destructive, rapid, and
allows for the re-sampling of an area or soil volume multiple times. It also allows for the
collection of the approximate depth of inoculum potential of Rhizoctonia spp. In theory, soil
samples do not have to be collected and brought back to the laboratory.

A field could be

assayed by simply placing the toothpicks in the field at a number of points and then recovering
them after the 48 hr incubation period to minimize the effects of storage and transportation on a
biological system and further reduce costs of storage and transportation of soil samples.
The toothpick baiting method has been shown to be an effective means for the recovery
and isolation of Rhizoctonia solani previously. Kumar et al. (14) used toothpicks to assess the
spread of R. solani AG11 and AG8 in various soil conditions, Gill et al. (5) used toothpicks to
assess the spread of R. solani AG8 in soil, Paulitz et al. (22) demonstrated the toothpick baiting
method successfully isolated Rhizoctonia solani AG8 from field soil, and Pannecoucque et al.
(19) isolated Rhizoctonia solani isolates representing multiple anastomosis groups from a
cauliflower field in Belgium. Paulitz reported that there was a demonstrated linear relationship
between the quantities of Rhizoctonia solani AG8 or Rhizoctonia oryzae recovered from
toothpick baiting and the amount of inoculum applied to the field soil assayed. Isolates of
Rhizoctonia spp. that attached to the toothpick and grew in culture were counted and
standardized per the volume of soil the toothpicks displaced. Given the soil volume, a measure
of bulk density was then used to approximate propagules per gram of soil to determine inoculum
potential of the soil. At a bulk density of 1g/cm3, five toothpicks assay 0.375 g or 0.375 cm3, the
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actual volume of soil five toothpicks displaced. In our opinion, the amount of soil displaced by
the toothpick is not sufficient to assess the inoculum potential of Rhizoctonia spp. in a given soil
and discounts the saprophytic growth of the fungus. Further, calculating recovery in this way
does not compare favorably to the recovery documented using the multiple pellet soil sampler.
In effect, the use of a displacement volume over estimates the sensitivity of the toothpick baiting
method to an unrealistic population if compared to the multiple pellet soil sampler. Therefore,
the toothpick baiting method is not quantitative as previously published.
The multiple pellet soil sampler was determined to be a reliable method of assessing soil
inoculum potential in the field across years. To be useful, an extensive amount of sampling must
be done. Given the labor involved in a large scale spatial project, it is not a preferred method
over the toothpick baiting procedure.

However, over a smaller area, if the sampling was

extensive enough, this method should provide a relatively precise representation of a given
population of soilborne fungi. Additionally, the method was not chosen for large scale spatial
sampling because it is destructive and would require re-sampling a given GPS position to repeat
the assay in the event of an error in the process. Given the cost of one large scale spatial
sampling, this added cost cannot be justified given the availability of the toothpick procedure.
Further, the multiple pellet soil sampler does not allow for an assay deeper than the cylinder
could provide using intact soil samples. In theory, an assay of depths using this method is
possible, but there would be added time and labor cost to separate the sample into layers to be
sampled.
In 2010, the surface residue could not be assayed as tillage practices differed for the field
as it was planted in rice and all residues had been buried prior to the field being available for
sampling. This method in 2009 was more effective for isolation of Rhizoctonia spp. than the
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elutriation procedure even though these assays utilized a similar pour plate methodology. The
laborious nature of both of these assay methodologies disqualified them from further use in the
project. Although, in theory, there is a clear value in the ability to assay residue that has been
removed from the soil profile or that has been collected from the soil surface, the small amount
of residue that can be assayed in 480 Petri dishes becomes problematic when dealing with a
fungus like Rhizoctonia solani that can be pathogenically important with low populations. Still,
the use of molten media with surface residue was much better than the eluted residue. The
populations yielded by position from the elutriation procedure may not have been accurate due to
an abundance of Trichoderma spp. (15). Fungi within this genus are antagonistic to Rhizoctonia
spp. and cause rapid death of most Rhizoctonia spp. when in culture together. Trichoderma spp.
vigorously colonize surface residue. The abundance of these organisms in the Petri dishes from
the eluted residue was much greater than in the Petri dishes from the surface residue indicating
that dealing with surface residue in a pour plate experiment may be accomplished more easily
with a selective medium than residue that had been buried for any length of time. Even with an
improved selective medium in 2010, the elutriation methodology was vastly inferior to the
toothpick baiting. Still, elutriation of buried residue is useful to determine if inoculum resides on
it.
Spatial variability of Rhizoctonia solani has been demonstrated previously (6, 23). This
variability likely relies on a number of factors that would not be better understood without
extensive spatial sampling. Given the inexpensive nature of the toothpick baiting method, a
large scale spatial assay of populations within fields is affordable. In time, when technology
improves and the cost of QPCR decreases, these two methods may be utilized to assay the same
area throughout time and space and test hypotheses involving viability of DNA level and
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inoculum potential. Until such time, samples of toothpicks, surface residue, elutriated rice
matter, and soil from the 48 positions in the field utilized in 2009 and 2010 have been frozen at 200C in 50 ml microcentrifudge tubes (VWR) for future quantitative PCR reactions.
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TABLES
Table 1. Comparison of recovery of the predominant Rhizoctonia spp. using three methods from
48 GPS positions in a field near Stuttgart, AR sampled in April of 2009.

Pellett

Residueu

Toothpickv

R. solani AG11
Totalw
Meanx
Std. dev.
CV
Hitsy

99
12.51
18.95
1.51
27

53
0.09
0.25
2.65
15

175
7.71
12.57
1.63
22

R. solani AG1-IA
Total
Mean
Std. dev.
CV
Hits

0
0
0
0
0

6
0.01
0.04
3.89
4

72
3.17
5.14
1.62
27

R. oryzae
Total
Mean
Std. dev.
CV
Hits

23
2.91
4.15
1.43
18

19
0.03
0.07
2.13
11

74
3.26
3.90
1.19
28

Substrate assayedz

3956.4

278932.3

11340

Rhizoctonia

t

Multiple pellet soil sampler technique representative of all soil and organic matter sampled.

u

Pour plate assay of surface residue recovered.

v

Modified toothpick baiting method representative of all soil and organic matter assayed.

w

Total isolates recovered.

x

The mean recovery across all 48 points expressed as propagules/500cm3 substrate.

y

Total number of positions where at least one Rhizoctonia isolate for the group was recovered.
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z

The total volume of substrate assayed for each method (cm3).
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Table 2. Comparison of recovery of the predominant Rhizoctonia spp. using three methods from
48 GPS positions in a field near Stuttgart, AR sampled in April of 2010.

Ko and Hora
Method

Pellett

R. solani AG11
Totalw
Meanx
Std. dev.
CV
Hitsy

4
0.51
1.69
3.35
5

0
0
0
0
0

R. solani AG1-IA
Total
Mean
Std. dev.
CV
Hits

0
0
0
0
0

R. oryzae
Total
Mean
Std. dev.
CV
Hits
Substrate assayedz

TS1

Elutriationu Toothpickv

Pellet

Elutriation

Toothpick

32
1.41
2.24
1.59
18

16
2.02
7.23
3.57
9

11
0.26
0.54
2.07
10

58
2.56
2.96
1.16
26

0
0
0
0
0

9
0.39
1.13
2.84
6

2
0.25
1.23
4.84
2

1
0.02
0.16
6.96
1

11
0.49
1.18
2.42
8

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

5
0.22
0.99
4.54
3

8
1.01
2.28
2.26
8

0
0
0
0
0

16
0.49
1.58
3.28
6

3956.4

21058.462

11340

3956.4

21058.462

11340

t

Multiple pellet soil sampler technique representative of all soil and organic matter sampled.

u

Pour plate assay of surface residue recovered.

v

Modified toothpick baiting method representative of all soil and organic matter assayed.

w

Total isolates recovered.

x

The mean recovery across all 48 points expressed as propagules/500cm3 substrate.

y

Total number of positions where at least one Rhizoctonia isolate for the group was recovered.
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z

The total volume of substrate assayed for each method (cm3).
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Table 3. Rhizoctonia spp. recovered for two fields near Hazen, AR and Stuttgart, AR in 2011
using the multiple pellet soil sampler and the toothpick baiting method.
Locationy

Parameter
Rhizoctonia spp.

Hazenz

Stuttgart

R. solani AG11

3.18a

0.28b

R. oryzae

0.71b

0.42ab

R. solani AG1-IA

0.29b

0.89a

Toothpick

1.09a

0.39a

Multiple Pelleter

1.61a

0.57a

Method

y

Fields were analyzed separately as a result of a field level interaction.

z

Means followed by the same letter in a column were not significantly different using Fisher’s
Protected LSD (P=0.05). Means are representative of recovery expressed as propagules /
500cm3 soil and organic matter. The ANOVA for Hazen and Stuttgart can be found in
APPENDIX B, Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.

* The data from the elutriation method was excluded from the analysis due to lack of recovery.
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Table 4. Recorded depth of recovery of Rhizoctonia spp. using the toothpick baiting method
across three years. The range of possible depths was 1-5 cm.
Depth of Recovery (cm)
R. solani AG1-IA

R. solani AG11

R. oryzae

Mean

Std. dev.

Mean Std. dev.

Mean Std. dev.

2009

2.03

0.82

2.03

0.96

2.03

0.86

2010

1.35

0.48

1.31

0.47

1.38

0.50

2011

1.57

0.98

2.84

1.39

2.50

1.73
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FIGURES

N

Fig 1.

Forty eight GPS positions sampled for comparison of methods of assessment of
populations of Rhizoctonia spp. in 2009 and 2010.

48

Fig 2. Colony of Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA growing from a toothpick that has been incubated
on the surface of Ko and Hora medium. The red mark to the right of the elongating hyphal
strand will be used as a guide to cut a plug of agar from the Petri dish and transfer the isolate to
amended potato dextrose agar. Photo by T. N. Spurlock.
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Fig 3. Surface residue collected from one of 48 GPS positions on 10 April 2009. The residue
was cut with sterilized scissors just prior to being suspended in molten Ko and Hora selective
medium. Photo by T. N. Spurlock.
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Fig 4. A semi-automatic elutriator running soil samples and collecting eluted residue in sieves
placed just under the spillways of the agitation chambers. To elute a sample, the soil is placed
inside the agitation chambers and exposed to water and agitation by compressed air. As the soil
sample is dispersed, the organic matter floats to the top of the water-filled chamber and out of the
spillway. Photo by T. N. Spurlock.
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Fig 5. A sclerotium of Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA suspended in Ko and Hora selective medium
containing rice residue that had been eluted from a soil sample.

The hyphae of

Rhizoctonia solani is growing laterally across the surface of the medium. Photo by T. N.
Spurlock.
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Fig 6. The multiple pellet soil sampler used for standardizing pellet volume for the soil pellet
assay and evaluation of methods. Photo by T. N. Spurlock.
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Fig 7.. A scale diagram showing the volume of soil a toothpick assays at a bulk density of 1.3
g/cm3 and a depth of 5 cm. The toothpick assays a total volume of 15.75 cm3 with a calculated
radius of 1.037
037 cm. The scale drawing was created by Christopher Cochran.
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Toothpick Volume
21.46

cm3

17.25
12.67

11.59

0.125

0.25
0.5
CFU/g soil

1

Fig 8. The mean volumes assayed for artificially infested soil at rates of 0.125, 0.25, 0.5 and 1
colony forming unit per gram soil at a bulk density of 1.3 g/ cm3 based on a soil pellet
assay population assay of soil populations. There was no experimental interaction and
the means of all treatments were NS (P=0.05).
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Fig 9. Fungal hyphae of Rhizoctonia solani AG4 attaching to a toothpick after 48 hr incubation
in a growth chamber. Photo by S. W. Winters.
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Fig 10. Fungal hyphae of Rhizoctonia solani AG11 attaching to a toothpick after 48 hr
incubation in a growth chamber. Photo by T. N. Spurlock.
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APPENDIX A
DNA extraction. DNA was extracted using a Puregene DNA extraction kit. A quantity
of 300 µl Cell Lysis Solution was pipetted into a 1.5ml Eppendorf tube for each sample. Agar
plugs containing fungal tissue from storage vials containing each isolate was added into the lysis
solution and mixed with a large 1000 µl pipette tip. Lysate was incubated for 15 minutes at
650C. Samples were mixed by inversion after incubation. Then, 100 µl of protein precipitation
solution was added to each tube. Tubes were vortexed to thoroughly mix the solution. Tubes
were then centrifuged at room temperature for 3 minutes at 13000 rpm to facilitate pellet
formation. The supernatant was pipetted from each sample into a new 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube
that contained 300 µl of 100% Isoproponol. Samples were centrifuged at room temperature for 4
minutes at 12000 rpm to facilitate pellet formation. The supernatant was discarded into the sink
and the tubes were blotted dry on a clean paper towel. A quantity of 300 µl 70% ethanol was
added to each sample and mixed by inversion. Samples were centrifuged at room temperature
for four minutes. After the samples were spun, the supernatant was discarded and the tubes were
blotted dry on a clean paper towel. Tubes containing each sample were placed in a dry heat
block and incubated at 650C for 15 minutes to facilitate the evaporation of excess ethanol. After
incubation, 50 µl of TE buffer was pipetted into each sample tube and mixed by ‘flicking’ the
bottom of the Eppendorf tube. The DNA pellet was incubated for a period to allow the pellet to
go into solution.
PCR. A master mix was developed as follows: 4 µl of the forward primer rDNA1.58s
ITS1 and the reverse primer rDNA ITS4, 20 µl 10X PCR buffer, 16 µl dNTP, 1.6 µl Taq
polymerase, and 160 µl sterile ddH2O were pipetted into a 1.5ml Eppendorf tube. A small 2 µl
aliquot of each sample was placed into four small PCR tubes. Then, 48 µl of the master mix was
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placed into each tube.

The tubes were immediately placed into the thermocycler and

amplification attempted using the PCR settings as follows: 40 cycles of 94°C for 45s, 53°C for
60s, and 72°C for 60s. The PCR product was then removed to be used in an agarose gel check to
confirm amplification.
Gel visualization. Agarose gels were prepared that contained 2.0% low EEO agarose
with 6 µl ethidium bromide. To prepare the PCR product for loading, 10 µl of bromophenol blue
loading dye was pipette onto parafilm in 5 equal volumes of approximately 2 µl each. One 10 µl
aliquot of each sample was added to each drop of loading dye. The pipette was used to mix the
samples by plunging up and down a number of times. Each sample was then loaded into one
well of the gel. A 10 µl aliquot of the 100 bp ladder was also loaded into an individual well.
The gel had been previously submerged in 0.5X TBE buffer. Before running the gel, 6 µl
ethidium bromide was loaded in the opposite side of the buffer from the gel wells. The gel box
containing the agarose gel and PCR samples was plugged into the power supply and run for a
period of 30 minutes at 160 volts. After the gel had completed, it was removed from the gel box,
placed into the UV camera hood and an image rendered to show sample migration and to provide
a record of the experiment.
PCR product purification.

DNA purification was conducted using Microcon-PCR

Centrifugal Filter Units (Milipore, Bedford, MA). PCR product was diluted in 400 µl 10X TBE
buffer. Provided columns and 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes were assembled. All diluted product was
added to individual columns. Columns were spun in the centrifuge at 5000 rpm for 10 minutes.
Columns were removed from tubes and placed in new 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes. The tubes and
columns were spun at 100 rpm for 2 minutes and then columns discarded. Purified PCR product
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was subjected to gel visualization as previously described.

Product not used for gel

electrophoresis was placed in the freezer and stored until sequenced.
PCR product sequencing. Purified product was prepared for sequencing. Samples were
sent to the University of Arkansas medical School DNA Sequencing facility (Little Rock, AR)
for direct sequencing in both directions using an ABI Prism 377 DNA sequencer (Foster City,
CA).
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Table 1. The ANOVA from general linear model analyzing the differences of the estimated
toothpick volume assayed from four colony forming unit per gram soil inoculation rates.
Source

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F

Model

24

2060.123475

85.838478

Error

15

1257.065525

83.804368

Corrected Total 39

3317.189000

R-Square

CV

1.02

0.4941

Root MSE Mean

0.621045 58.16056 9.154473 15.75

Source DF

Type I SS

Mean Square F Value Pr > F

exp

1 127.3062400 127.3062400

1.52

0.2367

rep

4 443.8973250 110.9743312

1.32

0.3061

22.0396588

0.26

0.8971

3 616.5043600 205.5014533

2.45

0.1035

rep(exp) 4
CFU/g

88.1586350
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Table 2. Type 3 tests of fixed effects and covariance parameters for Methods 2011 analysis. A
field near Hazen, AR and a field near Stuttgart, AR was sampled in May 2011 at 20 arbitrarily
chosen GPS positions per field.
Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects
Effect

Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F

Field

1

102

7.06

0.0091

Rhizoctonia spp.

2

102

6.26

0.0027

Method

1

102

1.32

0.2531

Rhizoctonia spp.*Method

2

102

0.26

0.7697

Covariance Parameter Estimates
Parameter

Estimate

Rep

8.912E14

Residual

3.0667
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Table 3. Type 3 tests of fixed effects and covariance parameters for Methods 2011 analysis. A
field near Hazen, AR was sampled in May 2011 at 20 arbitrarily chosen GPS positions.
Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects
Effect

Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F

Rhizoctonia spp.

2

43

10.60 0.0002

Method

1

43

1.17 0.2861

Rhizoctonia spp.* Method

2

43

0.03 0.9679

Covariance Parameter Estimates
Parameter

Estimate

Rep

2.586E15

Residual

4.4348
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Table 4. Type 3 tests of fixed effects and covariance parameters for Methods 2011 analysis. A
field near Stuttgart, AR was sampled in May 2011 at 20 arbitrarily chosen GPS positions.
Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects
Effect

Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F

Rhizoctonia spp.

2

43

2.82 0.0704

Method

1

43

1.73 0.1956

Rhizoctonia spp.* Method

2

43

0.90 0.4148

Covariance Parameter Estimates
Parameter

Estimate

Rep

3.956E14

Residual

0.6785
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CHAPTER II
A New Selective Medium for Isolation of Rhizoctonia species from Soil
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ABSTRACT
Several assay methods, including elutriation, toothpick, and soil pellet, were evaluated
for isolation of Rhizoctonia spp. from rice, cotton, and soybean fields in Arkansas. Growth of
Trichoderma spp. and Mucorales made isolation and quantification of Rhizoctonia spp. difficult
on Ko and Hora medium. Ko and Hora (KH), ethanol potassium nitrate medium with 2%
(EPN2) and 5% (EPN5) ethanol, and various chemicals in water agar were used to evaluate
average daily growth of Rhizoctonia spp. and other fungi. Trichoderma spp. were the fastest
growing isolates in KH and were not significantly different than Rhizoctonia spp. tested while
the EPN2 and EPN5 did not adequately suppress an isolate of Rhizomucor variabilis. A new
selective medium, “TS”, based on chemicals that improved inhibition of Trichoderma virens,
Trichoderma atroviride and R. variabilis while allowing for growth of Rhizoctonia spp. was
developed consisting of 7 g/L Moorehead agar, 0.09 g ai/L metalaxyl (Apron 50WP), 309.15 mg
a.i./L potassium phosphite (Alude), 100 µl of a rifampicin solution in dimethyl sulfoxide (10
mg/ml), 0.25 g /L ampicillin salt, and 0.494 mg to 2.47 mg a.i. /L thiophanate-methyl (3336F).
The medium was effective in assaying populations of Rhizoctonia spp. over fields and methods
and offered greater suppression of contaminating fungi than 2% ethanol potassium nitrate
medium, Ko and Hora medium, and plain water agar.
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INTRODUCTION
Rhizoctonia spp. comprise a large and diverse group of soilborne fungal plant pathogens
that affect many plant species worldwide (19). Organisms within this genus have been shown to
be aggregated in soil with low soil populations while having the ability to cause substantial
disease and crop losses in a given area (15, 23). Therefore, soil population assays of Rhizoctonia
spp. are important for management decisions for diseases caused by these pathogens.
Quantification of soil populations of an organism is dependent on successful isolation
from soil or organic matter. This can be difficult due to the presence of contaminating fungi,
oomycetes, and bacteria. Typically, suppression of these contaminants has been attempted using
selective media that use chemical agents to suppress potential contaminating organisms while
still allowing the organism(s) of interest to grow. In addition, the medium may be selective
based on the requirements for growth such as a carbon source, a nitrogen source and an inorganic
salt. Ko and Hora (7), developed a medium that included inorganic salts, gallic acid as a carbon
source and sodium nitrate as a nitrogen source. Oomycetes were suppressed by the addition of
sodium p-dimethylamino benzenediazosulfonate and bacteria and actinomycetes suppressed by
chloramphenicol and streptomycin sulfate.

The medium was evaluated as part of the

enumeration of Rhizoctonia solani by placing moist soil directly on the medium’s surface.
Sumner (20) developed a medium to isolate and determine the involvement of Rhizoctonia spp.
from soil and plant tissue associated with the corn root rot complex. The medium included
numerous inorganic salts with carbon sources such as tannic acid and glycerol and was acidified
and neomycin sulfate added to inhibit bacterial growth.

Oomycetes and fungi other than

Rhizoctonia spp. were inhibited by the addition of pryoxychlor and benomyl respectively.
Trujillo (21), with the objective to develop an alternative to Ko and Hora medium for the
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enumeration of Rhizoctonia solani from carnation, developed a medium with potassium nitrate
as a nitrogen source, 95% ethyl alcohol as a carbon source and streptomycin and tobramycin
used to inhibit bacteria. The fungicide prochloraz was used to select for Rhizoctonia spp. and
metalaxyl used to inhibit growth of Oomycetes.
In the development of these media, the anastomosis groups of Rhizoctonia spp. that were
isolated were not clear or the robustness of the mediums’ ability to isolate multiple anastomosis
groups was not determined. Vincelli (22), addressed this by evaluating the performance of water
agar, modified Ko and Hora medium, and ethanol potassium nitrate medium on isolates from R.
solani anastomosis groups 1-5. A modification to the ethanol potassium nitrate medium was
made as the ethyl alcohol concentration was reduced from 5% to 2%. The tests indicated that all
AG grew equally well in Ko and Hora and water agar but that AG1 was suppressed in the
ethanol potassium nitrate medium. This study also indicated inconsistent results when the isolate
groups were tested in the tannic acid medium.
The selectivity of commonly used selective media for isolation of Rhizoctonia spp.
among anastomosis groups and intraspecific groups has not been evaluated extensively enough.
Additionally, the media’s suppressive ability against the most common contaminating fungi in
southern soils is unknown. The objective of this study was to evaluate commonly used selective
media and selective agents for isolation of Rhizoctonia spp. from rice, soybean, and cotton fields
in Arkansas.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolates of Rhizoctonia evaluated in this study were Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA (117T,
from soybean, Stuttgart, AR), Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA (93AG1, from soil, soybean field,
Stuttgart, AR), Rhizoctonia solani AG4 (AG4, from cotton, Delta Branch Station near
Clarksville, AR), Rhizoctonia solani AG11 (AG11, from soil, soybean field, Stuttgart, AR) and
Rhizoctonia oryzae (RO, from soybean, Stuttgart, AR). Other fungi evaluated were Trichoderma
virens (TA), Trichoderma atroviride (TB), and Rhizomucor variabilis (ZYG). These isolates
were obtained from soil samples harvested in a field that had been undergoing annual soybean
and rice rotations for many consecutive years near Stuttgart, AR. Isolates had been stored on
plugs of storage medium (12 g/L Moorehead agar and 6 g/L cornmeal agar, Difco, with 25g/L
ampicillin salt in sterile water vials. Fungal isolates were removed from storage and grown in
Petri dishes containing 18 g /L half-strength potato dextrose agar (PDA) (Difco) and were
incubated at room temperature for approximately 3 days. After sufficient growth had occurred,
plugs (approximately 2 mm3) were cut from the outer area of the colonies of each isolate and
transferred and incubated at room temperature for approximately 3 days in 100 mm Petri dishes
containing WA (Moorehead agar at 7 g /liter), hyphal tipped, and then transferred to WA and
incubated at room temperature for the same time interval to ensure purity of culture. After 3
days of incubation, a plug was transferred to 100 mm Petri dishes containing PDA and incubated
at room temperature for approximately 2 days.
Identification. Isolates were identified by anastomosis reaction with tester isolates of
known identity (3, 8) or morphological keys (2, 18) and by PCR amplification of ITS1 and ITS4
(CHAPTER II, APPENDIX A).
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Evaluation of growth on amended agar. Water agar (Moorehead agar 7 g/ L) was used
as the basal medium. Sterile basal media was cooled to 500C in a water bath before the addition
of fungicides or other chemical components to create the test medium. After the components
were added, the molten medium was agitated on a stir plate 5-7 minutes until all material was
dissolved. Approximately 22 ml of the test media was poured into 100 mm Petri dishes and
allowed to solidify. The basal medium was amended with the following components in
experiments (EXP): (EXP1) 2.5 mg a.i. / L Benlate 50 WP, (EXP2) thiophanate-methyl
(Cleary’s 3336F, 41.25% a.i.) at rates of 0, .494, 2.47 , 4.94, 24.7, 37.5, 41.25 mg a.i. / L,
(EXP3) potassium phosphite, Alude fungicide, Cleary, 45.8% a.i.) at rates 0, 38.64, 77.29,
154.58, 309.15, 618.3, 1236.6, 2473.2, 4946.4 mg a.i. / L. Other media evaluated were (EXP5)
ethanol prochloraz media with 2% ethanol (EPN2), (EXP6) 5% ethanol (EPN5), (EXP7) Ko and
Hora medium, (EXP8) basal medium amended with just 2% and 55 ethanol, (EXP9) basal
medium amended with 0.09 g a.i. metalaxyl, (EXP10) basal medium amended with potassium
nitrate, and (EXP11) a medium containing only nutritional components of Ko and Hora medium.
A basal medium control was infested with each isolate and served as a control for each
experiment. All isolates were included in all evaluations, except R. oryzae was excluded in
evaluations of EPN2 and EPN5. For all evaluations, a plug of actively growing hyphae was cut
from the edge of a colony using a “number 2” cork borer (6.5 mm dia.) and placed in the center
of the media, one per dish, with three replications of each isolate on each medium. Isolates were
arranged in a completely randomized design, incubated at room temperature and marked at day
3, day 6, and day 12 for the Benlate test and at approximately 24, 48, and 72 hr for all others
tests. The most distant growth was marked on each of 4 quadrants on the bottom of each Petri
dish and marks were measured from center to assess growth rate over time on each
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concentration. All experiments were repeated and the mean growth of four measurements for
each Petri dish in various test media was analyzed using PROC GLM in SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute)
across experiments unless an interaction was present.
Creation of test medium. After evaluation of the fungicides, a new medium was created
and the performance of ITG determined in it. The test medium consisted of 7 g/L Moorehead
agar, 0.09 g a.i./L metalaxyl (Apron 50WP), 309.15 mg a.i./L potassium phosphite (Alude), 100
µl of a rifampicin solution in dimethyl sulfoxide (10 mg/ml), 0.25 g /L ampicillin salt, and .494
mg to 2.47 mg a.i. /L thiophanate-methyl (3336F) designated as TS1 or TS5, respectively. The
experimental design and the analysis were as previously described.
Evaluation of the TS selective media using field soil. The new medium was evaluated
for isolation efficiency against EPN2 and Ko & Hora media using field soil.

Multiple

agricultural soils throughout Arkansas were examined. Soils were sampled in Ashley County,
AR (cotton field), Hazen, AR (soybean and rice field), Judd Hill, AR (cotton field), Vegetable
Research Station near Kibler, AR (vegetable field), and a native prairie near Hazen, AR.

Soil

was assayed using two methods, a multiple pellet soil sampler (6) and a modified toothpick
baiting procedure (13) on Ko & Hora, EPN2, and TS1. Petri dishes contained 15 pellets per dish
and 10 dishes comprised a replication for each medium using the pellet technique. Petri dishes
contained 3 toothpicks per dish and 5 dishes comprised a replication for each test medium using
the modified toothpick baiting procedure. Petri dishes were incubated at room temperature for
approximately 24 hr. Colonies growing from a pellet or toothpick morphologically similar to
Rhizoctonia spp. were hyphal tipped and transferred to PDA.

After isolates had matured,

colonies were grouped according to like colony type and counted. Nuclear staining (1) and
anastomosis reactions were carried out as needed to determine nuclear status of Rhizoctonia
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isolates recovered. An experiment was one soil sampled by the two techniques and using each of
three media in three replicates. Each sampling of a soil was considered an experiment and was
not repeated.

Comparison of media was done using PROC MIXED in SAS 9.2 and data

analyzed across soils.
Comparison of media using expanded ITG. The isolate test group was expanded to
assess selectivity of published media and the new TS1 medium on representative isolates from
multiple anastomosis groups and subgroups. The expanded test group included ITG and the
addition of , AG11 HP (R. solani AG11 from an uncultivated native prairie near Hazen, AR),
AG1-1B (R. solani AG1-IB official tester), AG11 ME (R. solani AG11 from rice, location
unknown), AG1-IC (R. solani AG1-IC official tester) , AG2 (R. solani AG2-1, origin unknown),
AG6 (R. solani AG6, official tester), AG7 (R. solani AG7, official tester), AG8AU (R. solani
AG8, cotton in western Australia), AG9 (R. solani AG9, official tester), BR6 (R. solani AG22(LP), from cv. ‘Cavalier’ zoysiagrass fairway in Fayetteville, AR), HAZAG1 (R. solani AG1IA from soybean near Hazen, AR), AG3 (R. solani AG3 PT, from an Idaho potato purchased
from grocer), and SV4 (R. solani AG2-2(LP) from cv. ‘Meyer’ zoysiagrass fairway near Cave
Springs, AR). All protocols for isolate preparation and medium infestation with each isolate
were done as mentioned previously. There were three replications of each isolate in each
medium in completely random design and the experiment was repeated. Isolates were incubated
at room temperature for 72 hr and average daily growth was determined as previously
mentioned. Data was analyses across experiments and means separated using the Tukey-Kramer
HSD.
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RESULTS
Isolate growth on current selective media. Significant differences existed in average
daily growth of fungi for the media WA, Ko and Hora, EPN2, and EPN5 media (Table 1.). On
plaine WA, the Rhizoctonia isolates grew significantly more than Trichoderma virens (TA),
Trichoderma atroviride (TB), and Rhizomucor variabilis, the three contaminating isolates, but R.
solani AG4 did not. The Trichoderma isolates had a greater daily growth rate on Ko and Hora
than any of the Rhizoctonia isolates evaluated and only 117T (R. solani AG1-IA) grew
significantly more than R. variabilis whose average daily growth was 6.319 mm. On EPN2, R.
variabilis grew statistically similar to all Rhizoctonia spp. On EPN5 an experimental interaction
was due to the growth of all Rhizoctonia isolates reduced to less 2 mm/d in experiment 1 and no
growth of Rhizoctonia isolates in experiment 2. T. atroviride had greater growth rates than
Rhizoctonia isolates evaluated in the first EPN5 experiment and R. variabilis grew significantly
more than all other isolates in the second experiment. The ANOVA can be seen in Tables 1-4 in
APPENDIX B.
Phosphonates. Significant differences existed for the average daily growth of fungi at
different rates of potassium phosphorus (P<.0001, R2=0.61, Table 5, APPENDIX B). All fungi
grew less per day as rate of product increased from 0 to 618.3 mg a.i./L (Fig. 1., APPENDIX B).
Rhizomucor variabilis was the most suppressed of the isolates evaluated at all rates tested.
LSMEANS comparisons at rate 309.15 mg a.i. / L indicated that average daily growth of T.
virens, T. atroviride and R. variabilis were significantly less than the Rhizoctonia isolates tested
(P=0.0445 - P=<.0001). Based on suppression levels it was determined that 309.15 mg a.i. / L
is an effective rate of product to significantly suppress growth of undesirable fungi while
allowing Rhizoctonia spp. to grow and the level of growth reduction compared to the basal
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medium for Rhizoctonia isolates ranged from 5-53% reduction compared to 36, 51, and100% for
T. virens, T. atroviride and R. variabilis. The differences of LSMEANS for all treatments at and
below 309.15 mg a.i./L are listed in TABLES 6-11, APPENDIX B.
MBC fungicides. Growth in the Benomyl amended basal medium was evaluated at 2.5
mg a.i. / L, the standard rate for isolation of basidiomycetes (12). R. solani AG4 and R. solani
AG1-1A exhibited no growth after 12 days. R. oryzae and R. solani AG11 grew moderately with
average daily growth rates of 3.2 mm / day and 4.3 mm / day respectively. Trichoderma virens
and T atroviride were completely suppressed and Rhizomucor variabilis grew moderately with
an average daily growth rate of 4.2 mm / day.
Isolate growth in thiophante-methyl amended medium at rates above 2.47 mg a.i./L were
suppressive to Rhizoctonia solani. Average daily growth of fungi at .494 mg a.i./L indicated
Rhizoctonia spp. were significantly different than T. virens at (P=0.05).

Rhizoctonia solani

AG1-IA (117T and AG11) and R. oryzae grew significantly more than Rhizomucor variabilis
and T. atroviride and Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA (93AG1) and AG4 were numerically greater
than Rhizomucor variabilis and T. atroviride, but not significantly different (Fig. 1). Average
daily growth of fungi at 2.47 mg a.i./L indicated all Rhizoctonia spp. were significantly different
than T. virens and T. atroviride. (Fig. 2). Rhizoctonia solani AG11 and R. oryzae were the only
Rhizoctonia isolates tested that had significantly greater growth than R. variabilis. The ANOVA
for 2.47 mg a.i./L and .494 mg a.i./L can be found in Table 12 and Table 13 in APPENDIX B
respectively.
Other component analysis. Tests of the basal medium amended with 2% and 5%
ethanol indicated the addition of ethanol at these rates too non-selectively suppressive to isolates
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of all species evaluated. The range of average daily growth for isolates in the basal medium was
11.85 to 5.24 mm/day. In the 2% ethanol amended medium it was decreased to 7.26 to 3.17
mm/day and in the 5% ethanol amended medium it was 4.07 to1.17 mm/day (data not shown).
Other components of interest offered little selectivity for Rhizoctonia spp. compared to other
genera evaluated. The basal medium amended with nutritional components of Ko and Hora
medium resulted in R. oryzae growing at the same rate as T. virens, T. atroviride and Rhizomucor
variabilis while other Rhizoctonia spp. grew significantly greater (P<.0001). The basal medium
amended with metalaxyl resulted in average daily growth of all isolates being not being
significantly different from the unamended basal medium and the basal medium amended with
potassium nitrate resulted in growth of Rhizoctonia isolates not being significantly different than
T. atrovide or Rhizomucor variabilis.
Thiophanate-methyl rate respone in TS medium. The TS medium was evaluated at
five different rates of thiophanate-methyl. Average daily growth of R. oryzae and R. variabilis
did not change with rate of thiophanate methyl, y = -0.1319+4.8263 and y = -0.0444+0.8361,
respectively. All other isolates were inhibited by increasing rates of thiophanate methyl (range
of slopes, -1.2223 – 0.4569). All Rhizoctonia isolates exhibited significantly greater average
daily growth than T. virens, T. atroviride, and R. variabilis at all rates tested (P<.0001) except
for R. oryzae at the lowest rate evaluated (Fig 3.).
Isolation from field soil. Rhizoctonia spp. were quantified according to morphology and
nuclear status. Frequency of isolation varied across soils and locations. Across all locations, 408
isolates morphologically similar to Rhizoctonia spp. were isolated using KH, EPN2 and
TS1(Table 2). Recovery of bi-nucleate and multi-nucleate Rhizoctonia spp. was NS across
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media as KH, EPN2 and TS1 accounted for 27, 35, and 38% of isolates recovered respectively.
No interaction with method or nuclear status occurred.
Expanded ITG in test media. The addition of isolates to ITG in an evaluation of water
agar, Ko and Hora, EPN2, and TS1 media indicated differences in selectivity of isolates as there
was a media by isolate interaction (Table 14, APPENDIX B). Given these expected results the
isolate performance in each medium is represented individually (Fig. 4) with means separated
using the more stringent Tukey-Kramer HSD. Overall, the mean average daily growth of the
fungi was 8.417mm (WA), 7.312mm (KH), 4.792mm (EPN2), and 4.562 mm in TS1 for a
reduction in growth from WA of 43.07, 13.13, and 45.81% respectively. The mean average
daily growth of the Rhizoctonia spp. was 8.740mm (WA), 7.377mm (KH), 5.038mm (EPN2),
and 5.030 mm in TS1 representing a reduction in growth of isolates in the amended media of
15.63, 42.38, and 42.47% respectively. This clearly indicates the EPN2 and TS1 media to be
much more suppressive to fungal growth than Ko and Hora or water agar. However, the mean
average daily growth of the Trichoderma spp. and the R. variabilis isolates was 6.458mm (WA),
6.917mm (KH), 3.315mm (EPN2), and 1.75 mm in TS1 medium representing and change in
growth by addition of amendments of 7.10 (increase), 48.67 EPN2, and 72.90% in TS1
respectively. This indicates that of all media tested, the TS1 medium was more suppressive to
the contaminating fungi.
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DISCUSSION
The TS medium is an effective medium for the isolation of Rhizoctonia spp. from the
soils examined, each having different cropping histories in Arkansas. The medium effectively
suppressed the isolates representing Trichoderma spp. and zygomycetes, the most common
rapidly growing contaminants, and allowed for the growth of Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA, AG4,
AG11, and Rhizoctonia oryzae. For all selective media, the ability to suppress these fungi while
allowing diverse groups of Rhizoctonia spp., including various important anastomosis groups of
Rhizoctonia solani to be isolated, is imperative in more accurate population assays of
Rhizoctonia spp. in southern soils. In Arkansas soils, TS medium should be used for isolation of
Rhizoctonia spp. over ethanol potassium nitrate media formulations, Ko and Hora media and
those with benomyl as the primary suppressive component in soils due to the novel
suppressiveness of R. variabilis and related zygomycetes.
When isolates were evaluated on EPN2 and EPN5 media, the suppression of Rhizoctonia
spp. was unsatisfactory relative to growth of the contaminating Trichoderma and zygomycete
isolates. Rhizomucor varibilis grew more rapidly in both media while growth of ITG was slowed
considerably.

In Vincelli’s evaluation of these media, evaluations of Petri dishes were

performed after 7 days of incubation. While this would be advantageous in pour plate assays or
pellet assays where a large amount of substrate is placed on a Petri dish, the rate of growth of
zygomycetes cannot be discounted. Further, the time required to do large scale soil assays is
almost doubled relative to the TS medium. Zygomycete spores in a given amount of soil or
spores on the agar surface due to dissemination after plating could be a problem over 3-7 days
and after plating, would be inhibitory to the successful recognition and isolation of Rhizoctonia
spp. The suppression of zygomycetes using potassium phosphite (Alude) is a key component to
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the success of the TS medium. The ability to suppress these organisms has allowed for easier
identification of Rhizoctonia spp. in toothpick and pellet methodologies. However, the true
value of potassium phosphite may be in the decrease in growth of zygomycetes in pour plate
methodologies where substrates can overlap and there is little space in between to isolate
desirable fungi.

The use of this compound may also reduce the potential for laboratory

contamination of these fungi in other media especially when using a pour plate method.
Testing of the EPN2 and EPN5 media did not include tobramycin due to its high cost. In
initial tests, isolate growth was not adversely affected by the substitution of ampicillin or
rifampicin in place of streptomycin and tobramycin and no bacterial contamination was
observed.

Therefore, its substitution likely did not change the growth of isolates in EPN2 and

EPN5 media.
Ko and Hora has been the selective medium of choice by many researchers and can be
found used in studies that isolate R. solani in various soils (4, 5, 17). Our tests indicated that Ko
and Hora would be inadequate for use in various methodologies to isolate and quantify
Rhizoctonia spp. from soil and organic matter. Trichoderma spp. were the fastest growing
isolates within the isolates evaluated on Ko and Hora. Antagonism of Trichoderma spp. to
Rhizoctonia solani is widely recognized (9-11). The resulting difficulty in culturing Rhizoctonia
isolates from soil assays complicates identification and quantification.

Further complicating the

use of KH, is the oxidation of gallic acid (21). As KH ages, it darkens. Media used immediately
after being poured and allowed to solidify will darken substantially before isolate growth is
sufficient for isolation.

The darkening impeded visual identification of gross morphology of

fungal colonies.
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Benomyl has been used as a primary component of selective media for isolation of
basidiomycetes and has been shown to actively suppress Trichoderma spp. (12).

Paulitz has

used benomyl as an additive to water agar with chloramphenicol as a selective media for
Rhizoctonia oryzae and R. solani (14) and Sumner has used it as a component of tannic acid
media for isolation of Rhizoctonia solani AG2, AG4, and Rhizoctonia zea. (20) . While actively
suppressing Trichoderma, others have shown Benomyl to not suppress zygomycetes in the genus
Mucor and Rhizopus (16). Our results indicated substantial growth of the zygomycete fungus on
media containing 2.5 mg a.i. / L benomyl. This rate was detrimental to isolates of R. solani
evaluated. This observation, coupled with the fact that benomyl is not currently available in any
formulation, is an indication its use as a medium component should be discontinued in assays of
southern soils. Additionally, the resistance of R. oryzae and R. solani AG11 demonstrated in this
study address possible complications of its use at the published rates in studies assessing
populations of Rhizoctonia spp. Field soils commonly contain R. solani AG11, R. oryzae, R.
solani AG4 and 1-1A. Caution should be used when assaying soils with media including
benomyl as the primary suppressive component because selection against R. solani could occur
while still isolating other Rhizoctonia spp.

The results of this study indicated similar with

thiophanate-methyl. These compounds are almost identical and similar efficacy against fungi
would not be unlikely. The rates of thiophanate-methyl tested in this study indicate that high
rates of thiophanate-methyl could have the same selectivity among Rhizoctonia spp. However,
the suppression of Trichoderma spp. is imperative and another suitable chemistry was not
identified. Therefore, lower rates of thiophanate-methyl were tested. The lower rates alleviated
both issues of selectivity and suppression of undesirables. The results of this study indicate low
rates of thiophanate-methyl suppressed Trichoderma spp. Further, the use of thiophanate-methyl
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as a component of TS medium did not affect R. solani adversely relative to the growth of T.
virens, T. atroviride and R. variabilis.
The evaluation of commonly used selective media and components of selective media
resulted in the creation of a new TS medium. The TS medium offers substantial advantages over
the previously published Rhizoctonia selective media across methodologies in that a wide range
of Rhizoctonia spp. can be isolated with little evidence selectivity among AG (only AG2-2(LP))
and adequate suppression of the most common fungal contaminants found in southern soils
similar to those used for crop production in Arkansas. The TS medium also offers advantages in
its lack of color, clarity, and low cost of formulation due to the components and their rates.
However, as the results of the media experiments with the expanded ITG clearly show, the
average daily growth of some isolates representative of the various anastomosis groups grew
much more slowly than others. This is likely the first consideration that should be given when
choosing a selective medium for isolation of Rhizoctonia spp. in a given area. Preliminary
evaluations with a non-selective medium in addition to candidate selective media should give a
reasonable approximation of the rate of growth and percent suppression offered by the selective
media prior to experimentation. The omission of the thiophanate-methyl and decrease in the rate
of potassium phosphate in the TS medium would offer adequate suppression of oomycetes and
zygomycetes to allow for this preliminary evaluation. The second consideration that should be
given when choosing a medium for an experiment is the experience of the investigator when
dealing with isolations of Rhizoctonia spp. from soil. As the overall suppressiveness of a
medium decreases the error of the less experienced investigator increases as does the time
involved in completing the isolations. In a large scale experiment, a medium more suppressive
to common contaminants, like the TS medium, could save time and reduce labor.
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TABLES
Table 1. Average daily growth of fungal isolates (mm) in plain water agar, Ko and Hora, EPN2,
and EPN5 media after 72 hr.

Isolates

Water
agar

Ko and
Hora

EPN2

EPN5
Exp. 1

Exp. 2

Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA (117T)

12.43a

7.87c

4.19a

1.25b

0.00c

Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA (93AG1)

11.88ab

6.30d

3.63a

1.75b

0.00c

Rhizoctonia solani AG11 (AG11)

11.22ab

4.87e

3.16a

1.53b

0.00c

Rhizoctonia solani AG4 (AG4)

8.18d

5.94d

2.84ab

1.67b

0.00c

Trichoderma virens (TA)

9.62c

9.27b

0.00b

0.00c

0.00c

Trichoderma atroviride (TB)

10.91bc

10.80a

3.70b

2.64a

0.53b

Rhizomucor variabilis (ZYG)

9.83c

6.31d

4.94a

1.67b

1.61a

1.32

0.95

2.95

0.63

0.41

LSD

Values with different letters indicate significantly different isolate growth at P=0.05 using a
mixed model analysis of variance and Fisher’s Protected LSD.
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Table 2. Recovery of individual isolates of bi-nucleate and multi-nucleate Rhizoctonia spp. in
three media from seven locations in Arkansas in 2010 using the multiple pellet soil sampler and
the toothpick baiting method.

Bi-nucleate Rhizoctonia

Pellet

Toothpick

Multi-nucleate Rhizoctonia

Pellet

Toothpick

Totals
42

Ashley Co. 1
EPN2

0

2

12

5

19

Ko and Hora

0

3

11

3

17

TS1

0

1

5

0

6

51

Ashley Co. 2
EPN2

0

0

13

14

27

Ko and Hora

0

0

0

6

6

TS1

0

0

7

11

18

64

Hazen
EPN2

0

0

10

13

23

Ko and Hora

0

0

4

7

11

TS1

0

0

19

11

30

67

Hazen Prairie
EPN2

0

10

3

84

9

22

Ko and Hora

0

3

TS1

7

13

7

6

9

9

36

107

Judd Hill
EPN2

22

1

4

8

35

Ko and Hora

26

12

1

9

48

TS1

10

2

6

6

24

74

Kibler
EPN2

0

0

5

11

16

Ko and Hora

0

0

3

14

17

TS1

0

0

26

15

41

3

Stuttgart
EPN2

0

0

0

0

0

Ko and Hora

0

0

0

1

1

TS1

0

0

0

2

2

Totals

65

47

136

160

408
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Fig. 1. Average daily growth (mm) of fungi in basal medium amended with .494 mg a.i. / L
thiophanate-methyl. Growth comparisons were made using a mixed model analysis of variance
using Fisher’s protected LSD. Abbreviations of ITG are as follows: Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA
(117T), Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA (93AG1), Rhizoctonia solani AG4 (AG4), Rhizoctonia
solani AG11 (AG11), Rhizoctonia oryzae (RO), Trichoderma virens (TA), Trichoderma
atroviride (TB), and Rhizomucor variabilis (ZYG).
significantly different at P=0.05 (LSD=2.3).
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Isolates with different letters are
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Fig. 2. Average daily growth (mm) of fungi in basal medium amended with 2.47 mg a.i. / L
thiophanate-methyl. Growth comparisons were made using a mixed model analysis of variance
using Fisher’s protected LSD. Abbreviations of ITG are as follows: Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA
(117T), Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA (93AG1), Rhizoctonia solani AG4 (AG4), Rhizoctonia
solani AG11 (AG11), Rhizoctonia oryzae (RO), Trichoderma virens (TA), Trichoderma
atroviride (TB), and Rhizomucor variabilis (ZYG).
significantly different at P=0.05(LSD=1.42).
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Isolates with different letters are
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Fig. 3. Reduced model fits of average daily growth of fungal isolates within ITG as a function of
rate of thiophanate-methyl in the “TS” medium (mg a.i. / L). Covariate regression analysis was
completed using SAS 9.2. Abbreviations of ITG are as follows: Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA
(117T), Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA (93AG1), Rhizoctonia solani AG4 (AG4), Rhizoctonia
solani AG11 (AG11), Rhizoctonia oryzae (RO), Trichoderma virens (TA), Trichoderma
atroviride (TB), and Rhizomucor variabilis (ZYG). Rates expressed as active ingredient.
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Fig 4. Comparison of average daily growth (mm) of an expanded isolate test group from three
measurements at 24, 48, and 72 hr in four media A) TS1, B) EPN2, C) Ko and Hora, D) and plain
water agar. The isolate test group was as follows: 117T Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA, AG11 R.
solani AG11, AG11 HP R. solani AG11, AG1-1B R. solani AG1-IB, AG1-IC R. solani AG1-IC,
AG2 R. solani AG2-1, AG4 R. solani AG4, AG6 R. solani AG6, AG7 R. solani AG7, AG8AU
R. solani AG8, AG9 R. solani AG9, BR6, R. solani AG2-2(LP), HAZAG1 R. solani AG1-IA,
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AG3 R. solani AG3 PT, RO R. oryzae, 93AG1 R. solani AG1-IA, SV4 R. solani AG2-2(LP), TA
Trichoderma virens, TB Trichoderma atroviride, and ZYG Rhizomucor variabilis. Means were
separated using Tukey-Kramer HSD at P=0.05.
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APPENDIX B
Table 1. ANOVA for preliminary water agar control experiments to test selectivity of
previously published media.
Source

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F

Model

17

342.7333404

20.1607847

Error

150

124.4880331

0.8299202

Corrected Total 167

467.2213735

24.29 <.0001

R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE avgdaily Mean
0.733557 8.606257

Source

DF

0.911000

10.58532

Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F

exp

1

6.222867

6.222867

1.73 0.2433

rep

2

4.231470

2.115735

2.32 0.3015

rep(exp)

2

1.8267187

0.9133594

1.10 0.3354

isolate

6 309.3650079

51.5608347

62.13 <.0001
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Table 2. ANOVA for preliminary Ko and Hora experiments to test selectivity of previously
published media.
Source

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F

Model

19

990.311892

52.121679

Error

172

184.349554

1.071800

Corrected Total 191

1174.661447

48.63 <.0001

R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE avgdaily Mean
0.843062 15.13887

Source

DF

1.035278

6.838542

Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F

exp

1

0.635583

0.635583

2.03 0.5435

rep

2

0.604499

0.302249

5.02 0.1661

rep(exp)

2

0.120370

0.060185

0.07 0.9340

isolate

6 628.478781

104.746464

92.37 <.0001
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Table 3. ANOVA for preliminary EPN2 experiments to test selectivity of previously published
media.
Source

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F

Model

17

511.2830519

30.0754736

Error

150

49.4470939

0.3296473

Corrected Total 167

560.7301457

91.24 <.0001

R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE avgdaily Mean
0.911817 17.86242

Source

0.574149

3.214286

DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F

exp

1

49.653431

49.653431

2.90 0.1414

rep

2

0.571429

0.285714

15.43 0.0609

rep(exp)

2

0.0370371

0.0185185

0.06 0.9454

isolate

6 356.332004

59.388667

3.40 0.0808
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Table 4. ANOVA for preliminary EPN5 experiments to test selectivity of previously published
media.
Source

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F

Model

17

137.3763277

8.0809605

Error

150

71.3690447

0.4757936

Corrected Total 167

208.7453724

16.98 <.0001

R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE avgdaily Mean
0.658105 76.40617

Source

DF

0.689778

0.902778

Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F

exp

1

59.921296

59.921296

11.82 0.0117

rep

2

3.398150

1.699075

1.27 0.4398

rep(exp)

2 2.66799088

1.33399544

2.80 0.0638

isolate

6

7.688272

1.83 0.2411

46.129632
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Table 5. ANOVA for potassium phosphite rate experiments.
Source

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F

Model

15

5345.879541

356.391969

1139

3320.185671

2.915001

Corrected Total 1154

8666.065212

Error

122.26 <.0001

R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE avgdaily Mean
0.616875 32.42313

Source

DF

1.707337

5.265801

Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F

isolate

7 3424.845398

489.263628

167.84 <.0001

trt

1 1659.229918 1659.229918

569.20 <.0001

trt*isolate

7

Source

DF

261.804226

37.400604

12.83 <.0001

Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F

isolate

7 2022.208399

288.886914

99.10 <.0001

trt

1 1656.265548 1656.265548

568.19 <.0001

trt*isolate

7

261.804226

37.400604

12.83 <.0001
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Table 6. LSMEANS contrasts of reduced model fits of average daily growth of ITG in mm as a
function of rate of potassium phosphate.

Contrast

DF

Contrast SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F

117T vs AG11

1

49.840379

49.840379

17.10 <.0001

117T vs AG4

1

85.476781

85.476781

29.32 <.0001

117T vs RO

1

64.699767

64.699767

22.20 <.0001

117T vs 93

1

32.454470

32.454470

11.13 0.0009

117T vs TA

1

647.503294

647.503294

222.13 <.0001

117T vs TB

1

276.656384

276.656384

94.91 <.0001

117T vs ZYG

1 1336.159640 1336.159640

458.37 <.0001

AG11 vs AG4

1

4.734542

4.734542

1.62 0.2028

AG11 vs RO

1

0.959384

0.959384

0.33 0.5663

AG11 vs 93

1

1.841028

1.841028

0.63 0.4269

AG11 vs TA

1

335.064622

335.064622

114.94 <.0001

AG11 vs TB

1

90.835416

90.835416

31.16 <.0001

AG11 vs ZYG

1

738.650053

738.650053

253.40 <.0001

AG4 vs RO

1

1.431419

1.431419

0.49 0.4836

AG4 vs 93

1

12.480289

12.480289

4.28 0.0388

AG4 vs TA

1

260.140452

260.140452

89.24 <.0001

AG4 vs TB

1

54.093983

54.093983

18.56 <.0001

AG4 vs ZYG

1

738.650053

738.650053

253.40 <.0001

RO vs 93

1

5.458420

5.458420

1.87 0.1715

RO vs TA

1

300.165646

300.165646

102.97 <.0001

RO vs TB

1

73.124394

73.124394

25.09 <.0001

RO vs ZYG

1

805.177881

805.177881

276.22 <.0001

93 vs TA

1

386.579122

386.579122

132.62 <.0001

93 vs TB

1

118.539975

118.539975

40.67 <.0001
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Contrast

DF

Contrast SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F

93 vs ZYG

1

943.360257

943.360257

323.62 <.0001

TA vs TB

1

76.983233

76.983233

26.41 <.0001

TA vs ZYG

1

121.752358

121.752358

41.77 <.0001

TB vs ZYG

1

392.688496

392.688496

134.71 <.0001
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Table 7. Intercept differences as compared to “0” for average daily growth of ITG as a function
of rate of potassium phosphate.
Parameter

Estimate Standard Error t Value Pr > |t|

Intercept isolate 117T 8.60369932

0.19400342

44.35 <.0001

Intercept isolate AG11 7.46412295

0.19574356

38.13 <.0001

Intercept isolate AG4

7.11132816

0.19574356

36.33 <.0001

Intercept isolate RO

7.30531242

0.19574356

37.32 <.0001

Intercept isolate 93

7.68411824

0.19574356

39.26 <.0001

Intercept isolate TA

4.49623537

0.19574356

22.97 <.0001

Intercept isolate TB

5.91883021

0.19574356

30.24 <.0001

Intercept isolate ZYG 2.70886154

0.19537717

13.86 <.0001
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Table 8. LSMEANS comparison of average daily growth (mm) of ITG as a function of 309.15
mg a.i./L potassium phosphate.

isolate avgdaily LSMEAN Standard Error Pr > |t| LSMEAN Number
117T

6.23208663

0.16107459 <.0001

1

AG11

6.62198877

0.16002213 <.0001

2

AG4

4.96901432

0.16002213 <.0001

3

RO

5.02424843

0.16002213 <.0001

4

93

5.22553062

0.16002213 <.0001

5

TA

3.99069381

0.16002213 <.0001

6

TB

4.51372574

0.16002213 <.0001

7

ZYG

0.73478827

0.15728266 <.0001

8

Least Squares Means for effect isolate
Pr > |t| for H0: LSMean(i)=LSMean(j)
Dependent Variable: avgdaily
i/j

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.0862 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

2 0.0862

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

3 <.0001 <.0001

0.8072 0.2572 <.0001 0.0445 <.0001

4 <.0001 <.0001 0.8072

0.3740 <.0001 0.0243 <.0001

5 <.0001 <.0001 0.2572 0.3740

<.0001 0.0017 <.0001

6 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

0.0210 <.0001

7 <.0001 <.0001 0.0445 0.0243 0.0017 0.0210
8 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

100

<.0001

Table 9. LSMEANS comparison of average daily growth (mm) of ITG as a function of 154.58
mg a.i./L potassium phosphate.
avgdaily
LSMEAN

Standard
Error

Pr > |t|

LSMEAN Number

117T

7.41789298

0.14557010

<.0001

1

AG11

7.04305586

0.14553092

<.0001

2

AG4

6.04017124

0.14553092

<.0001

3

RO

6.16478042

0.14553092

<.0001

4

93

6.45482443

0.14553092

<.0001

5

TA

4.24346459

0.14553092

<.0001

6

TB

5.21627798

0.14553092

<.0001

7

ZYG

1.72182491

0.14404736

<.0001

8

isolate

Least Squares Means for effect isolate
Pr > |t| for H0: LSMean(i)=LSMean(j)
Dependent Variable: avgdaily
i/j

1

1

2
0.0689

3

4

5

6

7

8

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

<.0001 <.0001 0.0043

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

0.5450 0.0442

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

0.1590

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

2

0.0689

3

<.0001

<.0001

4

<.0001

<.0001

0.5450

5

<.0001

0.0043

0.0442 0.1590

6

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

7

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

<.0001

8

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

<.0001 <.0001

101

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001
<.0001 <.0001
<.0001

Table 10. LSMEANS comparison of average daily growth (mm) of ITG as a function of 77.29
mg a.i./L potassium phosphate.
avgdaily
LSMEAN

Standard
Error

Pr > |t|

LSMEAN Number

117T

8.01079615

0.16359664

<.0001

1

AG11

7.25358940

0.16447456

<.0001

2

AG4

6.57574970

0.16447456

<.0001

3

RO

6.73504642

0.16447456

<.0001

4

93

7.06947133

0.16447456

<.0001

5

TA

4.36984998

0.16447456

<.0001

6

TB

5.56755410

0.16447456

<.0001

7

ZYG

2.21534322

0.16365999

<.0001

8

isolate

Least Squares Means for effect isolate
Pr > |t| for H0: LSMean(i)=LSMean(j)
Dependent Variable: avgdaily
i/j

1

1

2
0.0011

3

4

5

6

7

8

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

0.0036 0.0260 0.4288

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

0.4936 0.0340

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

0.1508

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

2

0.0011

3

<.0001

0.0036

4

<.0001

0.0260

0.4936

5

<.0001

0.4288

0.0340 0.1508

6

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

7

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

<.0001

8

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

<.0001 <.0001

102

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001
<.0001 <.0001
<.0001

Table 11. LSMEANS comparison of average daily growth (mm) of ITG as a function of 38.64
mg a.i./L potassium phosphate.
avgdaily
LSMEAN

Standard
Error

Pr > |t|

LSMEAN Number

117T

8.28590322

0.17649377

<.0001

1

AG11

7.35127697

0.17778592

<.0001

2

AG4

6.82425810

0.17778592

<.0001

3

RO

6.99964984

0.17778592

<.0001

4

93

7.35466750

0.17778592

<.0001

5

TA

4.42849280

0.17778592

<.0001

6

TB

5.73054621

0.17778592

<.0001

7

ZYG

2.44433572

0.17720847

<.0001

8

isolate

Least Squares Means for effect isolate
Pr > |t| for H0: LSMean(i)=LSMean(j)
Dependent Variable: avgdaily
i/j

1

1

2
0.0002

3

4

5

6

7

8

<.0001 <.0001 0.0002

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

0.0363 0.1622 0.9892

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

0.4856 0.0351

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

0.1582

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

2

0.0002

3

<.0001

0.0363

4

<.0001

0.1622

0.4856

5

0.0002

0.9892

0.0351 0.1582

6

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

7

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

<.0001

8

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001

<.0001 <.0001
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<.0001 <.0001 <.0001
<.0001 <.0001
<.0001

Table 12. ANOVA for experiments testing differences between average daily growth of ITG in
2.47 mg a.i./L thiophanate-methyl.
Source

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F

Model

19

2315.438911

121.865206

Error

172

249.060094

1.448024

Corrected Total 191

2564.499005

84.16 <.0001

R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE avgdaily Mean
0.902882 14.29414

Source

DF

1.203339

8.418403

Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F

exp

1

3.431131

3.431131

2.37 0.1256

rep

2

23.737230

11.868615

0.89 0.5291

rep(exp)

2

26.674736

13.337368

9.21 0.0002

isolate

7 2231.374190

318.767741

220.14 <.0001
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Table 13. ANOVA for experiments testing differences between average daily growth of ITG in
0.494 mg a.i./L thiophanate-methyl.
Source

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F

Model

19

1501.869688

79.045773

Error

172

245.870235

1.429478

Corrected Total 191

1747.739923

55.30 <.0001

R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE avgdaily Mean
0.859321 11.64868

Source

DF

1.195608

10.26389

Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F

exp

1

11.668957

11.668957

1.09 0.3354

rep

2

3.629633

1.814816

1.27 0.2836

exp(rep)

2

1.407404

0.703702

0.49 0.6121

isolate

7 1405.480883

200.782983

140.46 <.0001
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Table 14. ANOVA from experiments testing the selectivity of Ko and Hora, EPN2, TS1, and
water gar on the expanded ITG. Data collected as average daily growth in mm of isolates for 72
hr.
Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects
Effect
exp

Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F
1

1927

0.02 0.8934

isolate

20

1927

92.59 <.0001

media

3

1927

405.74 <.0001

60

1927

19.75 <.0001

isolate*media

Covariance Parameter Estimates
Cov Parm

Estimate

rep

2.25E13

Residual

4.4631
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Fig 1. Average daily growth of ITG as a function of rate of potassium phosphite. Rates tested
were 38.64, 77.29, 154.58, 309.15, 618.3 mg a.i./L. Abbreviations of isolates are as follows:
Abbreviations of ITG are as follows: Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA (117T), Rhizoctonia solani
AG1-IA (93AG1), Rhizoctonia solani AG4 (AG4), Rhizoctonia solani AG11 (AG11),
Rhizoctonia oryzae (RO), Trichoderma virens (TA), Trichoderma atroviride (TB), and
Rhizomucor variabilis (ZYG). Rates expressed as active ingredient.
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CHAPTER III
Assessment of the Spatial Distributions of Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA in Soybean Fields
Undergoing Rice and Soybean Rotation
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ABSTRACT
Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA causes sheath blight in rice and aerial blight in soybean. In
Arkansas, rice and soybean are frequently rotated which results in a constant source of inoculum
of this pathogen. Aerial blight is a two stage disease where initial colonization occurs at the
vegetative stages of soybean development and colonization of the upper part of the plant and
symptom development (aerial blight) occurs after canopy closure. This disease is problematic in
that often times, the farmer is not aware of the yield loss caused by aerial blight due to the
absence of symptoms in the canopy. The objective of this work was to determine the distribution
of soil inoculum potential and plant colonization of R. solani AG1-IA in fields rotated to soybean
following a rice crop. Trend surface models indicated the greatest soil inoculum potential and
plant colonization by the pathogen occurred at turns in the levee system from the previous rice
crop. The turns, called logical areas of collection, are areas in the rice field where the levee
system bends and, given the flow of water, might cause floating plant debris to collect. The
range of spatial autocorrelation for soil inoculum potential was between 14.112 and 35.319 m
and for plant colonization was between 21.057 and 103.55 m. Given the size of the spatial
autocorrelation of the data it was determined that these distributions were agricultural important
and a precision scouting and spray program could be implemented based on logical areas of
collection.
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INTRODUCTION
In Arkansas, sheath blight in rice and aerial blight in soybean are common diseases that
are present each growing season and reduce crop yields and profit (8, 14, 17, 26, 28). These two
diseases are caused by the pathogen; Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA (4, 6, 29). Survival for this
pathogen in both crops involves sclerotia and hyphae in crop residue or soil (21, 24). Hyphae
growing from sclerotia or residue, under favorable conditions, infect the host. The pathogen
colonizes tissue and grows up the plant resulting in symptoms typical of the disease. There is
limited secondary spread plant to plant movement by aerial mycelium in both crops. The
teleomorph of the pathogen has been reported (6) however, its role in disease development and
spread are unclear. The rotation of rice and soybean facilitate a continuous supply of inoculum
in a field for the next year’s crop.
Aerial blight has been referred to as a two stage disease (27, 28, 30). The initial stage is
the infection of a susceptible soybean plant by hyphae and colonization of the lower stem. The
observed symptoms are often local lesions at the soil line. As the plants mature, the pathogen
grows up the stem. When canopy closure occurs, the humidity underneath the top of the plants
remains close to 100%. In Arkansas, this can be a prolonged period until harvest. In this warm
humid environment, R. solani grows rapidly up the plant and from plant to plant.

This

progression of the pathogen up the plant and the development of symptoms is stage two. As
disease symptoms progress, fungicides are often applied to control the disease. However, as a
result of the soybean canopy not being affected the damage underneath the canopy often is not
evident and fungicide application is too late to be effective.
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Based on the disease cycle for R. solani AG1-IA, higher levels of primary inoculum
should result in more disease for a single cycle disease (18). Because R. solani is a considered a
soilborne pathogen, cultural practices of the grower should influence inoculum densities and
position in a field. Disease in either crop the previous season could result in disease in the next
crop in the subsequent season at a similar position. In rice, sclerotia have been shown to be
buoyant and move as water flows along the levy system (13). In this case, different “turns” in
the levy system may cause sclerotia to collect. This could also result in disease in the next years’
crop in a similar position to the positions sclerotia collected (16).
The objective of this work was to use quantitative techniques to identify the spatial
relationship of inoculum and plant colonization for soybean disease in fields under rice and
soybean rotation. Through the use of GPS mapping, quantification of pathogen populations and
plant colonization can be analyzed spatially.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sampling areas. Fields were chosen that had been rotated between rice and soybean. A
GPS levee map was obtained for each field and points were marked intermittent the levee
system, two points between each levee. The areas characterized in fields were approximately
1.62 - 2.43 ha in size and were located in areas where sheath blight had been observed on rice.
In areas of the field where the levee system had larger distances between levees, points were
added for continuity. In 2009, no levee map was available, so positions were marked using a
Trimble GeoXT and GeoBeacon (Trimble Navigation Limited, Sunnyvale, CA) in the field using
the levees that were still visible from the previous season. The elevation of the points marked
was recorded by the GPS unit by default. In all other years, points were added using ArcGIS 10
(ESRI, Redlands, CA) by creating a shapefile projected to NADA 1983 UTM Zone 15N in
ArcCatalog. In 2009 and 2010 each sampling area consisted of 48 points. In 2011, each
sampling area consisted of 96 points (Table 1). All fields were backfilled when flooded during
the rice crop and tillage was minimal.
Assessment of soil inoculum potential.

Positions were located using Trac-Mate

software (Farm Works Information Management, Hamilton, IN) within the Windows Mobile 6.0
operating system (Microsoft Corp., Redlands, WA) operating on a Trimble Nomad 6GB
(Sunnyvale, CA). In the field characterized in 2009, rice residue and soil were collected from
each position using a turfgrass sod-cutter at approximately a 5-cm depth and placed into 91.44 x
45.72 cm plastic tubs prior to spring tillage on 10 April 2009. Surface residue and soil were not
disturbed. Fifteen toothpicks (Diamond round birch) were placed vertically 5 cm in the soil
inside the tubs and the lids were securely fastened to incubate the contents at room temperature
for 48hr. No moisture was added to the system. Toothpicks were then removed and plated on Ko
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and Hora medium (10). From 12 to 48 hr, fungal colonies resembling Rhizoctonia spp. were
transferred to PDArad (PDArad; 18 g Difco potato dextrose agar, 10 and 250 mg of the
antibiotics rifampicin and ampicillin, respectively, and the miticide fenpropathrin (0.14 mg a.i.
per liter Danitol 2.4 EC, Valent Chemical Co.). Sampling was performed again at seedling
emergence (15 June) with 20 toothpicks placed vertically in the field at each of 48 positions.
After incubation (17 June), fifteen of the twenty toothpicks were removed from each position
and plated on Ko and Hora medium and incubated at room temperature as mentioned. In 2010,
toothpick baiting was done (8 June) in the field to sample the population in situ as done for the
second soil assay in 2009. After incubation, toothpicks were placed on the selective medium
(TS1) to reduce contaminating fungi (22) in the field and incubated for approximately 2 to3 d.
Soil inoculum potential was assessed on 14 June for the Stuttgart field and 21 June 2011 for the
Hazen field. For each position, 5, 16 oz. Styrofoam® cups (Dow Chemical Worldwide) were
filled with approximately 300 cm3 of soil using a Bulb Hound bulb planter (Hound Dog
products, Inc., Edna, MN) and transported back to the laboratory in Fayetteville, AR. The
bottom of each cup was punctured with one hole that was approximately 2 mm in diameter. Cups
were irrigated from the bottom and allowed to drain for 12 hr to equilibrate to field capacity.
Toothpicks then were placed in each cup, 6 per cup at a 5 cm depth, and incubated for 48 hr as
mentioned previously.

Toothpicks were incubated for 48 hr, removed, and placed on the

selective medium TS1 as previously described. Colonies resembling Rhizoctonia spp. were
transferred to PDA.
Plant colonization. Soybean plants were removed, 10 plants per GPS position in the
field at growth stage V3 on 5 July 2009, 29 June 2010, and 21 June (Stuttgart) and 6 July
(Hazen) 2011. Rhizoctonia spp. were isolated from plant tissue cut in sections 4 cm above and
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below the soil line (8 cm total). This included the hypocotyl, lower stem, and upper root. Plant
samples were surface disinfested by washing with tap water for 20 min and then submerging
position groups of plants (10 plants) in 0.5% sodium hypochlorite for 30 seconds. Plants were
blotted dry in paper towels before placing them in Petri dishes filled with selective medium, one
plant per dish. Samples were placed on Ko and Hora in 2009 and TS1 (CHAPTER II) in 2010
and 2011 and incubated at room temperature.

Colonies resembling Rhizoctonia spp. were

transferred to PDArad.
Isolate characterization. For all methods, colonies were grouped according to like
morphology, counted and data recorded by field position. Representative isolates from each
major morphological group were chosen arbitrarily each year and R. solani AG’s determined by
anastomosis reaction with a tester isolate of known identity (11, 15).
Data analysis.

Isolates resembling R. solani AG1-IA were quantified according to

location in space for each field and year. Data was initially subjected to exploratory spatial data
analysis that included data plots and Moran’s I (23) in OpenGeoda (1) and semivariograms
modeled in ARCGIS 10.1 using the Geostatistical Analyst Wizard.

The semi-variogram

statistics measure the extent of spatial autocorrelation and the variability within it. The lag is the
distance with which measurements are taken. The range is the distance of spatial autocorrelation
at a given lag. The nugget is the error at a given set of lags and gives an estimate of the degree
of microstructural variability within the range.

The partial-sill is the variance. These

components of the semivariogram were used to create trend surface models to aid in visual
comparisons to levee position. An Ordinary Least Squares regression model was fit to the data
to assess relationships among the variables. Diagnostics that assessed multicollinearity (JarqueBera), heteroskedasticity (Breusch-Pagan and Koenker-Bassett), and spatial dependence
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(Moran’s I for residuals and Lagrange multipliers for error and lag) were used to test for possible
spatial effects within the data set. If diagnostics indicated a possible spatial correlation of error,
the spatial error model was refit to the data. If the correlation appeared to be between the
observations, the spatial lag model was fit to the data. If the true model is the spatial error
model, the OLS coefficients are inefficient and unbiased and if the true model is the spatial lag
model the OLS coefficients are biased and inconsistent. The spatial dependence models are
given and described below:

      
  

[1]
[2]

   

In the spatial lag model [1], Wy is the spatially lagged dependent variable for the weight matrix
W, x is the matrix of observation on the explanatory variables,  is the error term vector, and  is
the spatial coefficient. In the spatial error model [2],  is the vector of the spatially weighted
error terms W,

is the spatial error coefficient, and

is the vector of the uncorrelated error

terms.
Standard deviation ellipses (SDE) were also calculated to assess the distribution of points
with the highest observations of soil inoculum potential or plant colonization using the Spatial
Analyst tool in ArcGIS 10.1. A detailed explanation of the equation and practical application
has been previously described (5).
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RESULTS
Populations of R. solani AG1-IA averaged 2.71 propagules/kg for soil inoculum
potentials and 10.83, 0, 11.46, and 10.0% for soybean plants sampled at V3 across years and
locations (Table 2). The soil inoculum potential of R. solani AG1-IA dropped each year. The
Moran’s I statistic indicated the distribution of the individual variables was mostly random in the
present sampling area with some distributions approaching clustering. However, the range of
spatial autocorrelation as calculated by the semivariogram models averaged 21.245 m with a
mean nugget value of 0.889 and the mean range for plant colonization across years and locations
was 48.75 m (excluding 2010) with a mean nugget value of 0.691. The low nugget values
indicate that there is little microstructure (variability) below the measured range and therefore
the population is aggregated at the measured levels.
The results indicated that in the first year of sampling, 2009, soil inoculum potential and
plant colonization were both aggregated (P=0.002) and aspatially correlated (P=0.018)
(Statistical summary 1, APPENDIX C). However, the distributions of the individual variables’
inoculum potential or plant colonization were not aggregated.

The trend surface models

indicated some collection in the two parts of the sampling field where the levees were more
curved (Fig 1). However, this agreement with the levee system was clearer for the soil inoculum
potential than for the plant colonization.
In 2010, R. solani AG1-IA was recovered from toothpick baiting but not plant sampling.
The soil inoculum potential of that field was trending towards aggregation (P=0.114). When
compared to the trend surface, this distribution of R. solani AG1-IA could be described as a
single area of the field that contained most of the inoculum, but there was a linear distribution
that emanated from the aggregated area and followed the horizontal linear levee system (Fig 2.).
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Further, the distribution of R. solani AG1-IA from the points that represented quantities at or
above the median recovery in the field, were in agreement with the overall drainage of the field.
This agreement with drainage is represented by a standard deviation ellipse (SDE). In the case
of the standard deviation ellipse, the more focused or elliptical the ellipse is shaped, the more
significant the distribution.

If the distribution of points were non-significant, then the

distribution about the points would be a circle.
In a field near Stuttgart, AR in 2011, there was an aspatial correlation between the soil
inoculum potential and the recovery of R. solani AG1-IA from the soybean plants (P=0.037, Fig
3.) similar to 2009 (Statistical summary 2, APPENDIX C). The distribution of the soil inoculum
potential and plant colonization were both in agreement with the levee system. The greatest
amount of R. solani AG1-IA was recovered from the soybean plants at V3 in the areas of the
field where the levees curved.

This is the same general area as in this field in 2009.

Additionally, a standard deviation ellipse was calculated for the plant colonization above median
and indicated that the points with the greater amount of R. solani AG1-IA from soybeans were
distributed in a linear fashion that was in agreement with the overall drainage of the field.
In a field near Hazen, AR in 2011 the same relative agreement with soil inoculum
potential and plant colonization with the turns in the levee system was observed (Fig 4.). The
distribution of the soil inoculum potential was random (NS) while the distribution of plant
colonization was significantly aggregated (P=0.048). Both inoculum potential and colonization
followed the sharp bends in the levee system. A directional distribution ellipse was calculated
for the plant colonization (above median recovery) of R. solani AG1-IA and was in agreement
with the overall drainage of the field as it pointed to the reservoir that the field ultimately drains
into on the lower SE side.
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Aerial blight was observed in 2009 and no other years. The range of incidence of disease
per point across dates of assessment was 18.4 – 2 plants/m. The height that disease had
progressed up the plant was 66-23 cm per point. The semivariogram models for all dates
indicated that the range of incidence was 21.669, 107.427, and 118.985m with a mean nugget
value of 7.10 and the range of height of disease was 23.011, 67.999, and 114.745 m with a mean
nugget value of 19.29. The univariate Moran’s I analyses indicated that incidence and height
were aggregated.

The bivariate Moran’s I for each variable compared with the per point

elevation data indicated that , with the exception of the incidence and height on 19 August, the
distributions were dispersed indicating that as elevation in the field decreased the incidence and
height of disease increased (Table 1, APPENDIX C). Across all dates, the incidence was
aggregated and correlated for all possible comparisons and the height of disease progress was
aggregated. Only the comparison of disease height between 19 August and 8 September were
not correlated (Table 2, APPENDIX C). Trend surface models for disease incidence and disease
height indicated that the greatest areas of aerial blight were in agreement with the turns of the
levee system (Fig. 1 and 2, APPENDIX C). The initial assessment of disease incidence and
height of disease progress on 12 August was correlated to the NDVI measure of canopy density
calculated from the aerial image taken on 27 August, P=0.07 and P=0.031, respectively
(Statistical summary 3 and 4, APPENDIX C). The trend surface models representative of the
relationship are located in Fig. 3, APPENDIX C.
Other comparisons of interest were the initial assessment of soil inoculum potential in
2009 and the surface residue collected for each point. The surface residue was quantified as part
of the methods in CHAPTER I of this dissertation. The soil inoculum potential of R. solani
AG1-IA and surface residue were highly correlated (P=0.03, Statistical summary 5, APPENDIX
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C) with the greatest distributions of both more toward the northern area of the sampling area in
agreement with the fall of the field (Fig. 4, APPENDIX C). A similar correlation (P=0.10,
Statistical summary 6., APPENDIX C) was observed between the R. solani AG1-IA recovered
from plant sampling in the Hazen field in 2011 and the eluted organic matter from that field in
2012 (Chapter IV). Both variables were in agreement with the turns of the levee system (Fig. 5,
APPENDIX C).
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DISCUSSION
The overall detection level for the soil inoculum potential for R. solani AG1-IA was
lower than Weinhold’s report where 77% of soils sampled contained 2 propagules per 100g soil
of R. solani AG1 (25) and reports of other anastomosis groups’ populations (9). However, the
lower level of detection of the fungus was due in large part to environmental conditions and the
aggregated nature of the pathogen. There was no aerial blight observed in 2010 or 2011 and very
little sheath blight in the area. This was due, in large part, to the unusually hot and dry summers
in these years as the average high temperature was 0.73, 3.245, 2.14, and 1.8350C above average
and the average rainfall was +10.43, -4.72,-6.5,+1.65 cm from average for May, June, July, and
August respectively.

The pathogen has been shown to survive poorly in soil (2) and the

relationship between the plant residue and R. solani AG1-IA may be a preliminary clue that this
is not a typical soilborne pathogen but may be residue borne. In effect, without disease and
profuse sclerotial production the inoculum potentials declined. Further, evidence suggests R.
solani is aggregated in space across anastomosis groups (7, 19). Given this distribution, some
points in a large scale spatial assessment should have observations below the level of detection
or the sampling area is likely not large enough. The inoculum potential across all samples is
representative of many points with zero observed R. solani AG1-IA isolates recovered. The zeros
dilute the mean represented in an aggregated population. A more representative observation of
populations in these fields is likely the range of values within each field.
The fungus colonized the soybean plant during the early vegetative stages and behaved as
outlined by Yang et al.(28). The plant colonization was correlated with the soil inoculum
potentials in two of the four assessments indicating that the fungus behaves as a typical single
cycle pathogen. Even with high soil and air temperatures and limited rainfall, the colonization of
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plants across years was approximately 10%. In years with conditions more suitable for pathogen
activity or years following a significant sheath blight epidemic in the rice crop, the level of plant
colonization might increase.
The distribution of R. solani AG1-IA in soil and plant colonization was influence by the
rice levee system in all years.

Trend surface models indicated the highest quantities of the

pathogen were located at bends or constricted points within the sampling areas. Generally
speaking, a levee system design is predicated on the small changes in elevation of a field.
Because of the need for a constant flood level when rice is produced, the change in elevation
between each levee should be approximately 6 cm (12). As the field elevation changes are more
abrupt, the levees get closer together to accommodate a more gradual decline in flood depth
while still allowing the field to drain. Because the soil inoculum potential and plant colonization
of R. solani AG1-IA was greater in the areas of the levee system that were relatively closer
together or where the levee system turned, it appears from the trend surface models that these
areas serve as “logical areas of collection”. This term will be used heretofore to describe areas in
a field where the inoculum concentration would likely be greatest and a preferential scouting
regime should be implemented in fields or during environmental condition persisting that are
favorable for the development of aerial blight.
The determination of the distribution of R. solani AG1-IA from these fields is useful in
that it can predict where the greatest soil inoculum potential lies in an unsampled field. By using
the levee map from the previous year’s rice crop, a preferential scouting regime can be
implemented. This could potentially save the farmer or consultant valuable time and allow for
scouting for aerial blight. In addition, it may allow for the management of aerial blight in a more
timely manner. Further, the range of spatial autocorrelation varied from 35.319 to 14.112 m for
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the soil inoculum potential and 21.057 to 103.55 m for stage one plant colonization. These
ranges are agriculturally significant values. Given an effective spray swath of 12.192 – 18.288 m
for a typical aerial applicator or a 27.432 m boom width for a typical ground spray rig, these
ranges allow for the design of a precision prescription fungicide application at an early
vegetative growth stage with little deviation from common application practices.
In 2009, aerial blight was typically left untreated and significant yield losses resulted.
The problem with the epidemic was that the growers in the region were largely not aware of the
severity of disease due to its activity below the closed soybean canopy. As demonstrated by the
NDVI assessment of canopy density, the greatest amount of aerial blight was located in the areas
of the field with the densest canopy (Fig 6, APPENDIX C). This could be due to a number of
factors that could be useful indicators to construct a predictive model for aerial blight
management. First, the greatest amount of disease was aggregated in areas with the lowest
elevation and subsequently at the logical areas of collection for the field in 2009. The levee turns
are reflective of the elevation change as well as present an area where soybeans may be in an
environment that is more conducive to vegetative growth and a denser canopy. These areas may
be persistently more moist or may have a differing level of fertility that is effecting the growth
and development of the plant. Second, the greatest soil inoculum potential in the field in that
year and subsequently plant colonization did not correlate to disease. This could be due to the
canopy not closing in some of the areas with the greatest level of soil inoculum potential and
plant colonization. Other soilborne pathogens likely collect in these areas and could be affecting
soybean growth and canopy closure. The canopy density is likely the link between the early
season detection of R. solani AG1-IA and aerial blight and the logical areas of collection are a
predictor for this relationship.
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In theory, the inoculum distribution of a given R. solani AG should be spatially
autocorrelated and correlated to the disease caused. Positive spatial autocorrelation indicates that
like observations are more closely related to observations at a closer distance than those
observations that are farther away. The idea of “distance decay” is based on the assumptions that
like observations closely related in space also share some degree of spatial dependence upon one
another. Savary et al. (20), assessed a sheath blight epidemic in farmers fields and determined
primary inoculum was not aggregated. However, sheath blight was aggregated during the wet
season. Conversely, sheath blight was not aggregated during the dry season and structure
deteriorated. Previous to this work, Belmar et al. (3) had determined that inoculum of R. solani
AG1 was aggregated as was sheath blight.

However, only inoculum was spatially

autocorrelated. These two studies offer insight into the importance of overcoming the modified
areal unit problem (MAUP) when determining the aggregation of R. solani and attempting to
study the distribution of inoculum and disease on a spatial scale. The modified areal unit
problem states that any distribution is a product of perspective. In effect, the same data could be
spatially dispersed (the opposite of aggregated) at a small scale or spatially aggregated at a larger
scale. To satisfy MAUP, spatial sampling must be done on a scale that exhausts a logical space.
Examples of this relevant to this research might be to sample an entire filed or a large portion of
a field (multiple acres) using a rice levee system to justify sampling scale. In the case of spatial
autocorrelation, the inconsistencies often associated with agreement or dependence of
observations in space may likely be a product of the scale with which the data are being
analyzed. In short, evidence suggests that primary inoculum and disease may be explained on
different spatial scales (3, 20) and that to properly explain the differences, MAUP must be
satisfied.
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This research suggests that fungicide applications at the vegetative stages of soybean
development may be effective on the overall severity of aerial blight after canopy closure. In
Arkansas, a foliar fungicide application is typically recommended at approximately R3-R5 for a
number of important diseases (MP154). An earlier fungicide application around V3 followed by
the typical R3-R5 recommended application could be an effective management strategy to lessen
yield loss in years when environmental conditions favorable for aerial blight persist. In addition,
if an application of an effective chemistry could be targeted to the logical areas of inoculum
collection, the severity of aerial blight could be lessened and yield loss minimized while
allowing reduced costs and use of fungicide.
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TABLES
Table 1. The description of fields spatially sampled from 2009-2011 where Rhizoctonia solani
AG1-IA was recovered.

Year

W

Field

Location

Sample
GPS
Positions

Area (ha)

Levee
fill

x

Levee
gatesy

Fallz

2009

Stuttgart

Stuttgart

48

2.775

S

E

NW

2010

Hula Shop

Hazen

48

0.945

N

W

SE

2011

Stuttgartw

Stuttgart

96

3.103

S

E

NW

2011

Hole In
TheWall

DeValls
Bluff

96

2.155

W

N

SE

The 96 positions included the 48 positions utilized in 2011.

X

The side of the field where irrigation is located during the rice crop.

Y

The side of the field where the levee gates are positioned.

Z

The general direction of elevation decrease.
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Table 2. Individual recovery, distributions, and semi-variogram models of each soil inoculum
potential or plant colonization assay.

Spatial Analyses of All Assays

Semi-variogram statistics z

Recovery
R. solani
AG1-IA x

Obs.
Range y

Moran’s I

Distribution

Lag

Nugget

PartialSill

Range

Stuttgart
2009

6.05

39.304-0

NS

Random

8.621

0

6.932

35.319

Hazen 2010

2.771

21.164-0

I=0.155
P=0.114

Random

1.163

1.61

1.110

14.800

Stuttgart
2011

0.598

3.023-0

NS

Random

1.611

0.339

0.334

14.112

Hazen 2011

1.42

12.094-0

NS

Random

2.307

1.61

3.253

20.749

Stuttgart
2009

52

5-0

Random

3.032

1.093

0.605

21.669

Hazen 2010

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Stuttgart
2011

110

6-0

NS

Random

10.17

0

1.543

21.057

Hazen 2011

96

6-0

Clustered

8.629

0.978

1.127

103.55

Sampling

Soil
inoculum
potential

Soybean
recovery

I=0.124
P=0.102

I=0.097
P=0.048
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x

The recovery of the pathogen for the entire field in propagules / kg soil assayed using a
modified toothpick baiting procedure.

y

The range of recovery of the pathogen by point in propagules / kg soil assayed using a modified
toothpick baiting procedure.

z

The semi-variogram statistics are calculated using a data set projected to NADA 1983 UTM
Zone 15N in meters.

FOOTNOTES: The Moran’s I values indicate significance at the P=0.05 and below. Moran’s I
ranges from 1 to -1 where values approaching 1 are considered to be aggregated and values
approaching -1 are considered to be dispersed. Values approaching 0 are randomly distributed.
The lag is the distance with which measurements are taken. The nugget is the error. Typically a
high nugget value is indicative of measurement error or microstructural variation below the
range of spatial autocorrelation. The partial sill is the range minus the nugget, or more simply
put, the variance. The range is the distance with which the spatial autocorrelation ceases.
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FIGURES
A

B

(p/kg soil)
Fig. 1.

(+plants/position)

Soil inoculum potential (A) and plant colonization (B) of Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA

from a field near Stuttgart, AR in 2009. Soil inoculum potential in propagules / kg soil using a
toothpick baiting procedure with 15 toothpicks per GPS position. Plant colonization assessed as
plants positive for the pathogen at growth stage V3 from 10 plants sampled per GPS position.
The trend surface for each is broken down into 10 geometric categories using ArcGIS 10.1. The
diamonds are the 48 GPS positions and the black lines are the GPS positions of the rice levee
system from the previous year’s rice crop.
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(p/kg soil)
Fig 2.

Soil inoculum potential (propagules / kg soil) of Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA assessed by

a modified toothpick baiting procedure in a soybean field near Hazen, AR in 2010. Spatial
interpolation was performed on values from 15 toothpicks per GPS position intermittent of the
levee system from the previous year. Class levels are the means of values separated into ten
geometric intervals using ArcGIS 10.1. A standard deviation ellipse was calculated based on one
standard deviation of points with the highest values (greater than median recovery).

The

diamonds are the 48 GPS positions and the black lines are the GPS positions of the rice levee
system from the previous year’s rice crop.
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A

(p/kg soil)

B

(+plants/position)

Fig 3. Soil inoculum potential (A) and plant colonization (B) of Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA
from a field near Stuttgart, AR in 2011. Soil inoculum potential (propagules / kg soil) using a
toothpick baiting procedure (30 toothpicks per position). Plant colonization assessed as plants
positive for the pathogen at growth stage V3. The trend surface for each is broken down into 10
geometric categories using ArcGIS 10.1. A directional distributional ellipse was calculated
based on one standard deviation of points with the highest values (greater than median recovery).
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The black diamonds are the 96 GPS positions and the black lines the rice levee system from the
previous year’s rice crop.
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A

(p/kg soil)
B

(+plants/position)
Fig 4. Soil inoculum potential (A) and plant colonization (B) of Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA
from a field near Hazen, AR in 2011. Soil inoculum potential in propagules / kg soil using a
toothpick baiting procedure. Plant colonization assessed as plants positive for the pathogen at
growth stage V3. The trend surface for each is broken down into 10 geometric categories using
ArcGIS 10.1. A directional distributional ellipse was calculated based on one standard deviation
of points with the highest values (greater than median recovery). The diamonds are the 96 GPS
positions and the black lines the rice levee system from the previous year’s rice crop.
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APPENDIX C
Table 1. Exploratory spatial data analysis of aerial blight modeled on 12 and 19 August and 8
September 2009. Variables modeled were disease incidence and height of disease progress on
plants

Spatial Analyses
Obs.
Ranget

Lagu

Nuggetv

Partial
Sillw

Rangex

Moran’s
I*

Incidence

17.75-2

5.334

5.380

9.445

21.669

0.059

0.013 Dispersed

Height

65-29

2.920

0.000

75.976

23.011

0.001

0.005 Dispersed

Incidence

18-3

8.952

5.781

8.911

107.427

0.031

0.158

Random

Height

66-23

12.802

31.898

39.175

67.999

0.054

NS

Random

Incidence

18.4-2.8

10.118

10.131

6.769

118.985

0.005

0.001 Dispersed

Height

65-39

9.562

25.965

16.561

114.745

0.057

0.005 Dispersed

Diseases

Elev.y

Distr.z

12 August

19 August

8 September

s

The disease assessments for the three dates.

t

The range of observations on a per point basis in number of plants within one m (Incidence) and

cm up the plant (Height).
u

The lag is the distance measure (m).
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v

The nugget is measurement error/variation at distances smaller than the sampling interval (m).

w

The partial sill the sill (value where the range is attained) – the nugget.

x

The range the distance where the model flattens and autocorrelation ceases (m).

y

The significance of the distribution of each variable.

z

The significance of the distribution of each variable and the elevation per point.

* All represent significant aggregation.
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Table 2. Correlations of disease measurements taken on three dates in 2009. Disease incidence
is the number of plants with aerial blight in one meter at 5 arbitrarily selected locations around a
GPS position. Disease height is the maximum height (cm) that aerial blight had progressed up
the plant at 5 arbitrarily selected locations around each GPS position.
Disease incidence

Disease height

12 August 19 August 8 September

12 August 19 August 8 September

12 August
Moran’s I

*

0.018y

0.038

*

0.003

0.003

Model

*

0.034z

0.107L

*

0.021

0.027

Moran’s I

0.018

*

0.018

0.003

*

0.003

Model

0.034

*

0.054L

0.021

*

NS

Moran’s I

0.038

0.018

*

0.003

0.003

*

Model

0.107

0.054

*

0.027

NS

*

19 August

8 September

y

The significance of the Moran’s I test for spatial autocorrelation.

z

The correlation between the two variables fit to the OLS model or the spatial lag modelL.
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A

B

C

(plants with aerial blight /m)
Fig 1. Disease incidence measured on A) 12 August, B) 19 August and C) 8 September 2009.
Means representative of plants with aerial blight from 5 arbitrarily selected locations around 48
GPS positions located intermittent the levee system from the previous year’s rice crop. The
trend surface models are divided into 10 geometric intervals.
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A

B

C

(cm height /m)
Fig 2. Disease progress up the plant (cm) measured on A) 12 August, B) 19 August and C) 8
September 2009. Means representative of plants with aerial blight from 5 arbitrarily selected
locations around 48 GPS positions located intermittent the levee system from the previous year’s
rice crop. The trend surface models are divided into 10 geometric intervals.
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A

(+ plants/m)

B

C

(cm height/m)

(NDVI 1-7)

Fig 3. Trend surface models representing the relationship between A) the disease incidence, B)
height of disease progress on 12 August 2009 and C) canopy density on 27 August 2009. The
disease incidence and height of disease progress were assessed at 5 arbitrary location around 48
GPS positions placed intermittent the rice levee system. The canopy density was calculated from
NDVI and is measured on a 1-7 scale with 7 being the densest canopy.
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A

B

(m3)

(p/kg soil)

Fig. 4. Trend surface models representing the relationship between A) the initial toothpick
recovery of R. solani AG1-IA and B) the surface rice residue present during the sampling at 48
GPS positions in a soybean filed in 2009. The residue was collected as part of an undisturbed
.42 m2 section of soil.
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A

(+plants/position)
B

(g oven dry residue)

Fig 5. Trend surface models representing the relationship between A) the R. solani AG1-IA
recovered and B) the eluted organic matter from sampling 10 plants per 96 GPS positions in a
field near Hazen, Ar in 2011. The eluted residue is represented as the mean of 5 cups of soil per
position.
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Fig 6. The NDVI and digitized levee system for entire field near Stuttgart, AR in 2009. The
greatest biomass was in the areas where the levvee turned. The canopy density was calculated
from NDVI and is measured on a 1-7 scale with 7 being the densest canopy. The sampling area
is represented by 48 GPS positions intermittent the rice levee system (black lines) from the
previous year’s rice crop.
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Statistical summary 1. Correlation between the soybean plants positive for R. solani AG1-IA
and toothpick baiting done in April 2009 on 48 points in a field near Stuttgart, AR.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Data set
: Stuttgart_2009
Dependent Variable : N1APLANTS1 Number of Observations:
Mean dependent var :
1.08333 Number of Variables
:
S.D. dependent var :
1.42644 Degrees of Freedom
:
R-squared
:
Adjusted R-squared :
Sum squared residual:
Sigma-square
:
S.E. of regression :
Sigma-square ML
:
S.E of regression ML:

0.114406
0.095154
86.493
1.88028
1.37123
1.80194
1.34236

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Log likelihood
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

:
:
:
:
:

48
2
46
5.94252
0.0187034
-82.2418
168.484
172.226

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
t-Statistic
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------CONSTANT
0.6601851
0.2632558
2.50777
0.0157414
AG109KG
0.04478944
0.01837343
2.437728
0.0187034
----------------------------------------------------------------------REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
MULTICOLLINEARITY CONDITION NUMBER
ERRORS
TEST
Jarque-Bera

DF
2

2.207142
(Extreme Multicollinearity)TEST ON NORMALITY OF
VALUE
8.784968

DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Breusch-Pagan test
1
0.0730988
Koenker-Bassett test
1
0.05958934
SPECIFICATION ROBUST TEST
TEST
DF
VALUE
White
2
0.4456345
DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : Stuttgart_2009.gwt
(row-standardized weights)
TEST
MI/DF
Moran's I (error)
0.052587
Lagrange Multiplier (lag)
1
Robust LM (lag)
1
Lagrange Multiplier (error)
1
Robust LM (error)
1
Lagrange Multiplier (SARMA)
2

VALUE
0.6125292
0.3978059
0.8919150
0.1718010
0.6659101
1.0637160
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PROB
0.0123700

PROB
0.7868772
0.8071462
PROB
0.8002611

PROB
0.5401876
0.5282246
0.3449589
0.6785161
0.4144812
0.5875124

Statistical summary 2. Correlation between the soybean plants positive for R. solani AG1-IA
and toothpick baiting done in June 2011 on 96 points in a field near Stuttgart, AR.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Data set
: Stuttgartanalysis_2011
Dependent Variable :
PL_AG1 Number of Observations:
Mean dependent var :
1.14583 Number of Variables
:
S.D. dependent var :
1.21603 Degrees of Freedom
:
R-squared
:
Adjusted R-squared :
Sum squared residual:
Sigma-square
:
S.E. of regression :
Sigma-square ML
:
S.E of regression ML:

0.045332
0.035176
135.523
1.44173
1.20072
1.4117
1.18815

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Log likelihood
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

:
:
:
:
:

96
2
94
4.46355
0.0372758
-152.768
309.536
314.665

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
t-Statistic
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------CONSTANT
1.041685
0.1320915
7.88609
0.0000000
TP11_AG1_K
0.348491
0.1649497
2.11271
0.0372758
----------------------------------------------------------------------REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
MULTICOLLINEARITY CONDITION NUMBER
ERRORS
TEST
Jarque-Bera

DF
2

1.480130
(Extreme Multicollinearity)TEST ON NORMALITY OF
VALUE
55.18304

DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Breusch-Pagan test
1
0.4200218
Koenker-Bassett test
1
0.186677
SPECIFICATION ROBUST TEST
TEST
DF
VALUE
White
2
1.032886
DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : Stuttgartanalysis_2011.gwt
(row-standardized weights)
TEST
MI/DF
VALUE
Moran's I (error)
-0.096250
-1.0194549
Lagrange Multiplier (lag)
1
0.7528548
Robust LM (lag)
1
3.6235411
Lagrange Multiplier (error)
1
1.2630938
Robust LM (error)
1
4.1337800
Lagrange Multiplier (SARMA)
2
4.8866348
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PROB
0.0000000

PROB
0.5169262
0.6656968
PROB
0.5966389

PROB
0.3079871
0.3855739
0.0569675
0.2610663
0.0420354
0.0868722

Statistical summary 3. The relationship between aerial blight incidence (plants with disease
within 1m) on 12 August 2009 and the NDVI measure from 27 August 2009.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Data set
: Stuttgart_2009
Dependent Variable : N81209INCM Number of Observations:
Mean dependent var :
10.0885 Number of Variables
:
S.D. dependent var :
3.9969 Degrees of Freedom
:
R-squared
:
Adjusted R-squared :
Sum squared residual:
Sigma-square
:
S.E. of regression :
Sigma-square ML
:
S.E of regression ML:

0.069326
0.049094
713.652
15.5142
3.9388
14.8677
3.85587

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Log likelihood
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

:
:
:
:
:

48
2
46
3.42652
0.0705836
-132.89
269.779
273.522

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
t-Statistic
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------CONSTANT
7.672949
1.423422
5.390496
0.0000023
NDVI
0.5318736
0.2873304
1.851087
0.0705836
----------------------------------------------------------------------REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
MULTICOLLINEARITY CONDITION NUMBER
ERRORS
TEST
Jarque-Bera

DF
2

4.799117
(Extreme Multicollinearity)TEST ON NORMALITY OF
VALUE
1.064884

DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Breusch-Pagan test
1
0.08545056
Koenker-Bassett test
1
0.1325744
SPECIFICATION ROBUST TEST
TEST
DF
VALUE
White
2
1.619133

DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : Stuttgart_2009.gwt
(row-standardized weights)
TEST
MI/DF
Moran's I (error)
0.055123
Lagrange Multiplier (lag)
1
Robust LM (lag)
1
Lagrange Multiplier (error)
1
Robust LM (error)
1
Lagrange Multiplier (SARMA)
2

VALUE
0.6524320
0.6081910
3.0697817
0.1887747
2.6503654
3.2585564
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PROB
0.5871694

PROB
0.7700425
0.7157776
PROB
0.4450509

PROB
0.5141224
0.4354698
0.0797602
0.6639384
0.1035261
0.1960711

Statistical summary 4. The relationship between aerial blight progress (height up the plant in
cm) on 12 August 2009 and the NDVI measure from 27 August 2009.
Regression
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: SPATIAL LAG MODEL - MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
Data set
: Stuttgart_2009
Spatial Weight
: Stuttgart_2009.gwt
Dependent Variable : N81209HTME Number of Observations:
48
Mean dependent var :
48.5677 Number of Variables
:
3
S.D. dependent var :
9.96409 Degrees of Freedom
:
45
Lag coeff.
(Rho) :
0.322756
R-squared
Sq. Correlation
Sigma-square
S.E of regression

:
: :
:

0.207129
78.7187
8.87236

Log likelihood
:
Akaike info criterion :
Schwarz criterion
:

-173.886
353.771
359.385

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
z-value
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------W_N81209HTME
0.3227564
0.1351725
2.387737
0.0169524
CONSTANT
26.28181
7.056015
3.724738
0.0001956
NDVI
1.399664
0.6499401
2.153528
0.0312771
----------------------------------------------------------------------REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
Breusch-Pagan test

DF
1

VALUE
0.01351793

PROB
0.9074412

DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
SPATIAL LAG DEPENDENCE FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : Stuttgart_2009.gwt
TEST
DF
VALUE
PROB
Likelihood Ratio Test
1
4.59451
0.0320745
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Statistical summary 5. Correlation between the toothpick baiting done in April 2009 and the
recovery of surface residue on 48 points in a field near Stuttgart, AR.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Data set
: Stuttgart_2009
Dependent Variable :
TP1AG1_K Number of Observations:
Mean dependent var :
6.04583 Number of Variables
:
S.D. dependent var :
8.30213 Degrees of Freedom
:
R-squared
:
Adjusted R-squared :
Sum squared residual:
Sigma-square
:
S.E. of regression :
Sigma-square ML
:
S.E of regression ML:

0.097985
0.078376
2984.24
64.8747
8.05449
62.1716
7.8849

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Log likelihood
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

:
:
:
:
:

48
2
46
4.99695
0.0302877
-167.227
338.453
342.196

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
t-Statistic
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------CONSTANT
-28.973
15.70875
-1.844386
0.0715723
RESIDUE
45.82617
20.50034
2.235386
0.0302877
----------------------------------------------------------------------REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
MULTICOLLINEARITY CONDITION NUMBER
26.987251
TEST ON NORMALITY OF ERRORS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Jarque-Bera
2
53.85427
DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Breusch-Pagan test
1
11.33971
Koenker-Bassett test
1
3.953417
SPECIFICATION ROBUST TEST
TEST
DF
VALUE
White
2
4.800481
DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : Stuttgart_2009.gwt
(row-standardized weights)
TEST
MI/DF
Moran's I (error)
0.071693
Lagrange Multiplier (lag)
1
Robust LM (lag)
1
Lagrange Multiplier (error)
1
Robust LM (error)
1
Lagrange Multiplier (SARMA)
2

VALUE
0.7698352
0.0864978
1.0825205
0.3193163
1.3153390
1.4018368
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PROB
0.0000000

PROB
0.0007587
0.0467763
PROB
0.0906962

PROB
0.4413975
0.7686776
0.2981344
0.5720188
0.2514303
0.4961295

Statistical summary 6. The relationship between the plants positive for R. solani AG1-IA and
eluted organic matter from the field near Hazen, AR in 2011.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Data set
: Hazen_Hole_analysis_x
Dependent Variable :
PL_AG1 Number of Observations:
Mean dependent var :
1 Number of Variables
:
S.D. dependent var :
1.36168 Degrees of Freedom
:
R-squared
:
Adjusted R-squared :
Sum squared residual:
Sigma-square
:
S.E. of regression :
Sigma-square ML
:
S.E of regression ML:

0.027972
0.017631
173.021
1.84065
1.3567
1.8023
1.3425

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Log likelihood
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

:
:
:
:
:

96
2
94
2.70505
0.103371
-164.493
332.986
338.115

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
t-Statistic
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------CONSTANT
-1.263261
1.383039
-0.9133949
0.3633718
OM
0.1864813
0.1133829
1.644704
0.1033715
----------------------------------------------------------------------REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
MULTICOLLINEARITY CONDITION NUMBER
ERRORS
TEST
Jarque-Bera

DF
2

19.926094
(Extreme Multicollinearity)TEST ON NORMALITY OF
VALUE
93.39785

DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Breusch-Pagan test
1
0.2025156
Koenker-Bassett test
1
0.07808531
SPECIFICATION ROBUST TEST
TEST
DF
VALUE
White
2
1.258143
DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : Hazen_Hole_analysis_x.gwt
(row-standardized weights)
TEST
MI/DF
VALUE
Moran's I (error)
0.058396
1.2866208
Lagrange Multiplier (lag)
1
1.7945910
Robust LM (lag)
1
3.7625683
Lagrange Multiplier (error)
1
1.0121332
Robust LM (error)
1
2.9801106
Lagrange Multiplier (SARMA)
2
4.7747015
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PROB
0.0000000

PROB
0.6526979
0.7799091
PROB
0.5330865

PROB
0.1982266
0.1803678
0.0524120
0.3143923
0.0842935
0.0918728

CHAPTER IV
Spatial Distribution of Rhizoctonia solani AG11 in Soybean Fields Undergoing Rice and
Soybean Rotation
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ABSTRACT
From 2009-2012, a large scale spatial study was conducted on soybean fields undergoing
rice and soybean rotations to determine the distributions of Rhizoctonia spp.

Fields were

sampled with toothpicks and plants were collected at growth stage V3 from GPS positions placed
intermittent the rice levee system from the previous year’s rice crop. Rhizoctonia solani AG11
was the most prevalent Rhizoctonia spp. recovered from soil and soybeans in fields assayed from
2009 to 2012.

The mean recovery from the soil was 7.098 (94.424-0) and 12.183 (79.772-0)

propagules/kg from fields with 48 and >96 GPS positions respectively while the mean number of
plants colonized by the fungus was 114.34 (23.82%) for fields with 48 GPS positions and 153.8
(16.02%) for fields with >96 positions. In 2012, all three fields assayed indicated aggregation of
the soil inoculum potential of the fungus and two of the three fields indicated aggregation from
the plants colonized by R. solani AG11. In all years, semi-variogram models indicated 15
measured ranges exceeded 50 m and 11 exceeded 100 m with most of the nugget values (error)
less than 5 m indicating that there is a contiguous population across space with little
microstructure below the measured range. Correlations existed between greater volumetric
water content, improved plant stand and the soil inoculum potential of R. solani AG11 in one
field and lower volumetric water content and improved plant stand and plant colonization of R.
solani AG11 in another. The third field demonstrated a correlation with lower volumetric water
content and plants colonized by R. solani AG11 in 2011 and improved plant stand and plants
colonized by R. solani AG11 in 2012.
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INTRODUCTION
Rhizoctonia solani Kühn (teleomorph: Thanatephorus cucumeris (Frank) Donk.) as a
species has a wide host range and is an important pathogen on many crop species worldwide.
Although populations of R. solani share a common teleomorph, the species is considered a
species complex divided into subspecific groups called anastomosis groups with related isolates
demonstrating hyphal recognition and fusion called anastomosis (1, 21). This is supported more
recently by molecular techniques (4, 11, 19). The original four groups (AG 1 to 4) are comprised
of fungi causing disease on economically important crops worldwide (21). The remaining
groups are groups that have more restricted host ranges or are of less economic importance with
the exception of anastomosis group 12, made up of mycorrhizal fungi (8).
Rhizoctonia solani AG11 is commonly found in Arkansas agricultural soils. Rhizoctonia
solani AG11 has been reported to be pathogenic on soybean, rice, cotton, radish, wheat, barley,
and potato (7, 14). Little data exists on yield losses, if any, caused by the fungus on these crops.
However, it has been reported to cause substantial damage to lupin in Australia (9, 17, 18, 24).
In 2009, a project was initiated to determine the spatial distribution of Rhizoctonia solani
AG1-IA, the pathogen responsible for sheath blight on rice and aerial blight on soybean in fields
undergoing rice and soybean rotation. Multiple fields were sampled over a four year period and
the isolation of R. solani AG11 from soil and soybean plants indicated this group was the
dominant Rhizoctonia spp. within these fields. Due to the high populations within the system, it
was important to determine if the distribution of the fungus was nonrandom and what factors in
space may be controlling the distribution and contributing to the dominance within the
rice/soybean system.

The objective of this study is to determine the spatial distribution of R.

solani AG11 from soil and soybean plants and examine the importance of this group on soybean.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample areas. All fields sampled had a history of annual rice and soybean rotations and
are listed in Table 1. In April 2009, sampling was initiated in a field near Stuttgart, AR that had
been planted in rice the previous season. This field had 48 positions that were located and
marked using a Trimble GeoXT and GeoBeacon (Trimble Navigation Limited, Sunnyvale, CA)
intermittent of the rice levee system from the previous years’ rice crop. In all other years, a
shapefile containing the digitized rice levee map of each field was provided. In these years, GPS
positions were chosen based on levee position and digitized using ArcGIS 10 (ESRI, Redlands,
CA) by creating a shapefile projected to NADA 1983 UTM Zone 15N in ArcCatalog with the
levee map from the rice rotation as a layer and positions placed intermittent of the levee system.
A total of four fields were sampled from 2009 to 2012. All fields were planted with soybean
during the sampling year.
Assessment of soil inoculum potential and plant colonization. Positions were located
using Trac-Mate software (Farm Works Information Management, Hamilton, IN) within the
Windows Mobile 6.0 operating system (Microsoft Corp., Redlands, WA) operating on a Trimble
Nomad 6GB (Sunnyvale, CA). Soil recovery of R. solani AG11 was done as part of the recovery
of other Rhizoctonia populations (Chapter III). On 10 April 2009, intact rice residue and soil
was removed from each position using a turfgrass sod-cutter (Bluebird SC550 45.72 cm,
Bluebird, Charlotte, NC) at approximately a 5-cm depth and placed into plastic tubs and
transported to Fayetteville AR. The soil inoculum potential at each position was determined by
placing 15 toothpicks vertically in the soil at a depth of 5 cm and no closer than 2 cm apart and
incubating them for 48 hr at room temperature (22).

In 2010, 20 toothpicks were placed

vertically in the field at each GPS position, just prior to seedling emergence on 8 June, and 15
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toothpicks extracted per position. In 2011 the Stuttgart field was sampled on 14 June while the
Hole in the Wall was sampled on 21. In 2012 the Hula Shop and Hole in the Wall fields were
sampled on 6 June and 20 June respectively. The Czech Cemetery field was sampled on 20
September. The soil samples were taken from each position, 5 samples per position, using a bulb
planter (Bulb Hound bulb planter,(Hound Dog products, Inc., Edna, MN) and transported back to
laboratory in Fayetteville, AR. Soil samples were saturated and allowed to equilibrate and 6
toothpicks were placed in each cup for a total of 30 toothpicks per position. Rhizoctonia spp.
were isolated from soil using a modified toothpick baiting procedure, after incubating in soil, by
placing 3 toothpicks per Petri dish filled with Ko and Hora selective medium in 2009 (15) and
TS1(17) in all other years. For all years, emerging colonies morphologically similar to
Rhizoctonia spp. were “hyphal tipped” and transferred to Petri dishes filled with solidified potato
dextrose agar (PDArad, 18g/L) and incubated until the culture developed. Rhizoctonia spp. were
grouped according to like morphology and counted and data recorded by field, GPS position, cup
of soil, toothpick, and depth on the toothpick (1-5 cm).
In all fields for all GPS positions in all years, soybean plants were sampled at growth
stage V3 on 5 July 2009, 29 June 2010, and 21 June (Stuttgart) and 6 July (Hole in the Wall)
2011, 20 June (Hula Shop), and 16 July (Hole in the Wall and Czech Cemetery) 2012, 10 plants
per position, placed in plastic bags and transported in coolers from the field to the laboratory in
Fayetteville, AR. Rhizoctonia spp. were isolated from plant tissue cut in sections 4 cm above
and below the soil line (8 cm). This included the hypocotyl, lower stem, and upper root. Plant
samples were surface disinfested by washing with tap water for 20 min and then submerging
position groups of plants (10 plants) in 0.5% sodium hypochlorite for 30 seconds. Plants were
blotted dry in paper towels before placing them in Petri dishes filled with selective medium, one
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plant per dish. Ko and Hora medium was used in 2009 and TS1 medium in all other years.
Colonies resembling Rhizoctonia spp. were “hyphal tipped” and transferred to PDA as
mentioned previously.

Rhizoctonia spp. were grouped according to like morphology and

counted and data recorded by field, GPS position, and plant.
For all years and assays, isolates were arbitrarily chosen from each morphological group
and subjected anastomosis reactions. Anastomosis groups were determined by using tester
isolates of known identity to confirm the group to the species level and amplification of the rITS
region and morphological characters were used as conformation to the subgroup level
(CHAPTER I,16, 20).
Stand assessment and other variables. All cups of soil collected from all fields assayed
in 2012 were used to assess stand establishment across the fields. Soybean seeds cv. ‘ASGROW
4605’ were planted in cups of soil, 4 seeds per cup and placed in a growth chamber set to 290C
day and 180C night with a 14 hr photoperiod using a stepwise temperature progression. The
planted cups were placed inside plastic trays, 18 cups per tray, randomized. Soil was bottom
irrigated as needed and all cups were irrigated on the same day and the same amount of water
applied to each tray (approximately 2 cm depth). The cups were incubated until the majority of
emerged seedlings had reached V1 and plants were counted by cup and position to give a spatial
assessment of stand for positions under a uniform environment. Seeds that did not emerge were
removed from soil.

An arbitrary sample of ten seeds from cups representing locations

throughout space from each field were placed on Petri dishes filled with WA (Moorehead agar
7g/L) with ampicillin salt (25g/L) and emerging colonies “hyphal tipped” and placed on PDArad.
Three isolates were selected and a plug taken from each isolate and placed in a Petri dish filled
with WA and ampicillin salt.

After approximately 48 hr, the dishes had been completely
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colonized by the isolates and soybean seeds, ten per dish, were placed in the dishes and
incubated in growth chambers set to the same settings as the stand assay. A noninfested WA dish
containing ten soybean seeds was used as a control for each test from each field. The dead seeds
were removed and placed on sterile WA dishes to reisolate the pathogen.
Other collected data such as eluted organic matter and moisture were also included and
corresponded to the appropriate GPS position. Volumetric water content readings were taken by
position; one reading per position, using a TH2O Portable Soil Moisture Probe (Dynamax Inc.,
Houston, TX) on 26 July and 18 August. Organic matter within the cups of soil was separated
using a semi-automatic elutriator. The elutriator was set to a 4 minute cycle at 40 psi agitation
using NO. 30 (600 µm) U.S.A. standard test sieves (Hogentogler & CO., Inc., Columbia, MD).
The samples were then placed in clean brown paper bags and oven dried at 600C. After drying,
samples were weighed and mass recorded according to GPS position. All data was placed in the
.dbf spreadsheet file (Open Office, The Apache Software Foundation, www.apache.org) that
accompanied the shape file with respect to GPS positions for the appropriate field.
Data analysis.

Data was first subjected to exploratory spatial data analysis using

Moran’s I in OpenGeoda 1.2 (2) and semivariograms modeled and trend surface models created
in ARCGIS 10.1 using the Geostatistical Analyst Wizard. In OpenGeoda, an Ordinary Least
Squares regression model was fit to the data to assess relationships among the variables.
Diagnostics that assessed multicollinearity (Jarque-Bera), heteroskedasticity (Breusch-Pagan and
Koenker-Bassett), and spatial dependence (Moran’s I for residuals and Lagrange multipliers for
error and lag) were also employed. If the diagnostics indicated a possible spatial correlation of
error, the spatial error model was refit to the data. If the correlation appeared to be between the
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observations, the spatial lag model was fit to the data. The spatial dependence models are given
and described below:

      
  

[1]
[2]

   

In the spatial lag model [1], Wy is the spatially lagged dependent variable for the weight matrix
W, x is the matrix of observation on the explanatory variables,  is the error term vector, and  is
the spatial coefficient. In the spatial error model [2],  is the vector of the spatially weighted
error terms W,

is the spatial error coefficient, and

terms.
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is the vector of the uncorrelated error

RESULTS
Rhizoctonia solani AG11 was the most prevalent Rhizoctonia spp. recovered from soil
and soybeans in fields assayed from 2009 to 2012.

The mean recovery from the soil was 7.098

(94.424-0) and 12.183 (79.772-0) propagules/kg from 48 and >96 GPS positions respectively
while the mean number of plants colonized by the fungus was 114.34 (23.82%) for fields with 48
GPS positions and 153.8 (16.02%) for fields with >96 positions.
In all years, 15 measured Ranges exceeded 50 m and 11 exceeded 100 m.

This

compares favorable to only three Nugget values (error) exceeding 30 m with all others below 5 m
(Table 2 and Table 3).

This indicates little microstructure throughout the population.

Microstructure is the variability of observations below the range. In effect, it can be interpreted
as a measure of spatial contiguity or consistency for a given measure of spatial autocorrelataion.
Further, the calculation of Moran’s I (Global Moran) indicates the distribution of the observation
throughout the sampling field. A significantly positive I value indicates the distribution of the
observations are clustered while a significant negative I indicates the distributions across space
are dispersed. A non-significant Moran’s I value indicates spatial randomness at a given field of
observation.

In 2009-2011, the aggregation of the observations varied.

However, the

distributions in relation to the modeled semi-variograms are representative of the widespread
distribution of the fungus for most assays. Case in point, the recovery of R. solani AG11 from
plants in the “Czech Cemetery” field in 2010 indicated the distribution was positively spatially
autocorrelated with a range of 119.14 m and a minimum Nugget value of 3.116 m.

The

aggregation of the fungus on plants where R. solani AG11 was recovered given the present
sampling scale is obvious. In 2009, the recovery of R. solani AG11 from plants was limited as
only 16 of 480 plants were positive for the fungus. The range value of 85.701 m is actually
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representing the contiguity of non-recovery and the Moran’s I value is representing spatial
randomness of the observations. In this assay, the fungus is widespread throughout the sampling
area and the spatial models represent a completely different distribution from the R. solani AG11
from plants in the “Czech Cemetery” field in 2010. The number of positive plants was few, but
the data support the idea of widespread distribution of the fungus in these fields. Modeling the
distribution of R. solani AG11 in these fields indicates the fungus is not only populous but
widespread through the sampling area and likely the entirety of these fields.
Comparisons of distributions of variables in three fields assayed in 2012 indicated the
majority of observations were aggregated throughout the sampling area and were, in many cases
correlated (Table 4). The soil inoculum potentials of R. solani AG11 were aggregated across all
fields and the average Range of distributions was 139.306 m.

In two of three fields the

correlations of observations with the soil inoculum potentials exhibited spatial dependency and
were fit with the spatial lag model. In the “Hula Shop” field, the soil inoculum potential
correlated with the lowest depth of recovery from toothpick baiting and correlated with the
recovery of R. solani AG11 from plants at V3 (Statistical summary 1., APPENDIX D). This is a
typical expectation of a single cycle fungus in that it is infecting the plants with higher frequency
in the same general area as the highest soil inoculum potentials. The highest soil inoculum
potential in this field also correlated to the areas of the field that had relatively higher volumetric
water content (Fig. 1). This relationship is less clear, but could relate to the drainage in the field
and the movement of inoculum with water into lower areas of collection. Correlations of soil
inoculum potential and depth and organic matter recovery were observed in the “Hole in the
Wall” field (Fig. 2, Statistical summary 2, APPENDIX D) where only a strong correlation with
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depth was observed with the soil inoculum potential of R. solani AG11 in the “Czech Cemetery”
field (Statistical summary 3, APPENDIX D).
The distribution of R. solani AG11 recovered from soybeans was aggregated in the “Hula
Shop” field and the “Hole in the Wall” field but random in the “Czech Cemetery” field. The
correlations between the R. solani AG11 isolates recovered from soybeans across all fields were
aspatial and fit with the OLS model. In the “Hula Shop” field and the “Czech Cemetery” field, a
significant negative correlation existed between the volumetric water content and the recovery of
R. solani AG11 from the soybean plants (Statistical summary 4, APPENDIX D). Given the
slight elevation changes in these fields, the differences in moisture throughout the field are likely
textural. This indicates a preferential colonization strategy by the fungus and agrees with the
reported activity of R. solani AG11 in the sandy low fertility soils of western Australia(24). The
R. solani AG11 also correlated with the elutriated organic matter in the “Czech Cemetery” field
and was only slightly NS (P=0.11) in the “Hole in the Wall” field. This relationship is indicative
of an important saphrophytic stage by the fungus and dissemination on the residue from the
previous years’ rice crop.
A strong correlation existed with improved plant stand and the soil inoculum potential in
the “Hula Shop” field. This association was not evident in the other fields as it pertained to the
soil populations of R. solani AG11. A similar association with R. solani AG11 was evident in
the other two fields (Statistical summary 5 and 6, APPENDIX D). In these fields, a strong
correlation existed with improved plant stand and the recovery of R. solani AG11 from plants
(Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). Spatial sampling of dead seeds revealed oomycetes morphologically similar
to Pythium spp. forming sporangia and/or oospores emerging from the seeds. All recovered
isolates destroyed all seeds in Petri dish assays (Fig. 5) and were re-isolated.
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DISCUSSION
Given the populations, it is clear that this fungus is well adapted to the annual rice and
soybean rotation present in the region. Rhizoctonia solani AG11 represents the dominant
population of Rhizoctonia spp. in fields undergoing rice and soybean rotations. The Ranges of
distributions with minimal Nugget values that are aggregated indicate that the fungus exists on a
large scale in the fields and likely behaves as a typical single cycle soilborne fungus. Because of
the large scale of this study, the Ranges of distribution are large enough to be utilized in a
precision agricultural application. The Range values are an important aspect of spatial analysis.
If the range represents the spatial autocorrelation of an observation, these data represent the
measure of the distribution of the fungus in space. Spatial autocorrelation is the measure of
dependence of an observation with itself in space.

It is based on “Tobler’s First Law of

Geography” where nearer objects are more alike than objects farther away (25). In the case of a
single cycle soilborne fungus like Rhizoctonia solani, the Range can be interpreted as the value
assigned to the presence of colonies in the soil, the dissemination of hyphal fragments on
colonized debris and the survival of sclerotia in occupied space.
This study does not address the potential diversity within the R. solani AG11 across
space or how related the isolates recovered from the fields are to each other. Evidence suggests
that diversity exists among other AG of Rhizoctonia solani where Fiers et al. demonstrated that
significant diversity existed among the R. solani AG3 isolated from multiple cultivars of potato
in France (11) and Stausbaugh et al. demonstrated that aggressiveness of R. solani AG2-2IIIB
varied among isolates sampled where root rot of sugar beet had been problematic (23). In
theory, the R. solani AG11 isolated and modeled in these fields could offer the same level of
diversity but the lack of microstructure within the Range values could be an indication of the
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clonal nature of the population. The diversity of large scale distributions within fields should be
determined for R. solani as aggressiveness within AG could vary spatially.
While there is no evidence that yield loss is occurring in these fields where these
populations are highest, the opportunity now exists for the determination of its impact on the
growth and development of soybean. Surprisingly, the fungus was determined to offer some
biological association with improvement of stand and an abiotic association with soil moisture
and preferential colonization of the soybean plant.
relationship between fungi and host plants explored.

In pathology, rarely is the compatible
This work demonstrates a relatively

genetically similar fungus to that of known plant pathogens R. solani AG1-IA and R. solani
AG4. Evidence in the literature supports that non-pathogenic Rhizoctonia spp. act biological
controls. Because the Range of distributions were determined on an agriculturally useful scale,
the evaluation of this fungus as a beneficial organism can be explored in a real scenario assessing
large scale impacts on plant disease and yield reduction.
If large scale agriculture is to meet the demands of a growing global population, the
impacts of the cultural practices, crop rotations and chemical inputs must be ascertained on a
similar spatial scale as the one employed in this work. There is great value in assessing the nontarget effects of modern agriculture on microbial populations throughout space. Studies have
dealt with the effect of chemical application on microbial communities (3, 10) in water and in
soil as well as the impacts of changes in plant biodiversity and subsequent changes in land use
have on the fungal communities (12). In Arkansas, foliar fungicides are rarely applied to
soybean or rice prior to the reproductive stages of development. Seed treatments, however, are
utilized to combat seedling damping off caused by other fungi including R. solani and oomycetes
such as Pythium and Phytophtora spp. These populations in the soil and on the plant, where
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present, suggest these seed treatments do not prevent colonization by R. solani AG11 of the
soybean plant at or prior to V3. On average, growth stage V3 occurs approximately 30 days
after planting and the efficacy of any product that had translocated upward through the seedling
has been greatly reduced. Because of the timing of colonization, and likely selection against
other competitive fungi and oomycetes attempting to colonize the plant during the vegetative
stages of development, this fungus has evolved a successful compatible relationship in the
soybean and rice rotation in that it frequently occupies a niche on the lower stem of the soybean
plant and causes no noticeable symptoms on soybean seedlings. In theory, present agricultural
practice has simplified ecosystems that were once likely more diverse. The fields utilized in this
study have been in soybean and rice rotation for many years. As the non-target effects of
cultural practices and chemical application are often viewed as being detrimental, here is
demonstrated a clear advantage gained by R. solani AG11 in the simplified system and possibly
an advantageous use of it as a biological control as it is clear that R. solani AG11 is tolerant of
current cultural practices.
Due to the complex nature of seedling diseases and the likely prevalence of multiple
seedling pathogens throughout space, there can be no more conclusive statement made other than
Pythium spp. were at least partly responsible for the destruction of the seeds. However, the more
interesting and relevant finding from these experiments of stand in space are that R. solani
AG11, in space where it is most active, appears to have a positive effect on plant stand, or, has
evolved a strategy for dominance in an area where plants are more likely to emerge. The activity
of non-pathogenic Rhizoctonia spp. as a biological control of both fungi and oomycetes is
supported in the literature (5, 6, 13).
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The findings of this work demonstrate the advantages of large scale spatial sampling and
tests for distributions and the factors that may influence those distributions. As a general rule,
the controlled environment offered through traditional tests of relationships are done first and
then experimentation to add weight to or confirm the results are carried out using larger plots in a
field trial. With respect to the failure of subsequent field trials and the difficulty dealing with the
variance within them, this study supports the use of a larger scale spatial study to reveal real
relationships assessed within the environment and then utilizing more controlled tests to assess
relationships and explain the variance more completely. As the ability to collect more kinds of
data more rapidly and less expensively improves, the use of large scale spatial studies to assess
real relationships in the field should increase and allow better understanding of the various
important agricultural systems.
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TABLES
Table 1. Information on sampled fields in Arkansas from 2009-2012.
Year

Field

Location

Sample GPS
Positions

Area (ha)

2009

Stuttgart

Stuttgart

48

2.775

2010

Hula Shop

Hazen

48

0.945

2010

Czech
Cemetery

Hazen

48

2.577

2011

Stuttgartx

Stuttgart

96

3.103

2011

Hole In
TheWall

DeValls Bluff

96

2.155

2012

Hula Shopy

Hazen

98

2.387

2012

Hole In The
Wall z

DeValls Bluff

96

2.155

Czech
Cemetery

Hazen

97

1.693

2012

y

x

The 96 positions included the 48 positions utilized in 2011.

y

GPS positions were different in 2012 than in 2010.

z

Field was planted in soybean 2011 and 2012.
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Table 2. Exploratory spatial assessment of variables at GPS positions in soybean fields near
Hazen and Stuttgart, AR in 2009 to2011. For each variable, the semivariogram was modeled to
explain the structure of spatial aggregation and a univariate Moran was used to determine if each
was significantly spatially autocorrelated. The soil inoculum potential of R. solani AG11 (TP)
and the recovery of the fungus from plants (PL) are modeled.

Year

Variable

Recoveryt

Rangeu

Lagv

Nuggetw

Rangex

Partial
Moran’s Iz
Silly

2009

Toothpick

12.414

94.424-0

3.269

0

31.113

49.264

-0.211*

Plants

16

3-0

7.142

0.267

85.701

0.356

0.063-

Toothpick

5.56

26.05-0

5.067

36.387

66.804

8.815

0.119

Plants

126

10-0

8.775

3.985

105.303

2.288

-0.125

Toothpick

3.32

13.024-0

9.474

0.755

103.504

0.634

0.0759

Plants

201

9-0

9.928

2.744

119.14

3.116

0.313***

Toothpick

4.63

21.164-0

1.931

0

14.112

13.915

-0.044

Plants

80

6-0

18.717

1.046

142.644

0.711

0.002

Toothpick

23.386

79.772-0

2.851

82.041

34.212

55.193

0.064-

Plants

160

8-0

6.179

1.929

62.725

1.244

0.169***

2010
Hula
Shop

2010
Czech
Cemetery

2011
Stuttgart

2011
Hazen
t

The recovery of R. solani AG11 from the entire field in propagules /kg soil (TP) and from

plants sampled (plants positive for R. solani AG11).
u

The range of observations on a per point basis in propagules/kg soil (TP), and positive plants

(PL).
v

w

The lag is the distance measure (m).
The nugget is measurement error/variation at distances smaller than the sampling interval (m).
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x

The range the distance where the model flattens and autocorrelation ceases (m).

y

The partial sill the sill (value where the range is attained) – the nugget.

z

*** indicates significance below P = 0.001, ** below P = 0.01, * below P = 0.05, and –below

0.10. Negative values approach dispersion while positive values approach aggregation.
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Table 3. Exploratory spatial assessment of recovery of R. solani AG11 from toothpick baiting
and plant sampling and explanatory variables at GPS positions in soybean fields near Hazen, AR
in 2012. For each variable, the semivariogram was modeled to explain the structure of spatial
aggregation and a univariate Moran was used to determine if each was significantly spatially
autocorrelated. Variables are the soil inoculum potential (Toothpick (propagules/kg all soil
assayed)), the depth of recovery on toothpicks (depth (cm)), recovery from plants, the recovery
of eluted organic matter captured in a 600 µm sieve (g), the quantity of emerged seedlings from
the controlled stand experiments (stand), and the volumetric water content θv (%v/v).

Field

Hazen
Hole

Moran’s
Iz

Rangeu

Lagv

Nuggetw

11.579

55.352-0

16.169

35.189

194.022 33.218 0.271***

Depth

1.61

4-1

23.444

0.672

281.33

0.171

-0.036

Plants

255

8-0

3.364

2.929

20.661

0.369

0.165*

Organic
matter

14.79

21.829.23

22.174

3.3029

110.181

3.014

0.305***

Stand

599

13-1

10.945

1.730

131.344

5.048

0.266***

θv

0.178

0.2680.06

13.679

0

164.148

0.003

0.609***

Toothpick

2.086

11.396-0

17.301

2.204

207.614

0

0.109*

Depth

2.074

5-1

1.210

0

14.521

1.742

0.003

Plants

193

7-0

6.869

2.894

82.424

0.662

0.066-

Organic
matter

12.14

14.8-9.96

17.205

0.823

206.462

1.105

0.198**

Stand

193

7-0

1.429

0

10.547

3.057

0.008

θv

0.227

0.33-0.05

4.864

0

58.372

0.0027 0.375***

Hula Shop Toothpick
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Rangex

Partial
Silly

Valuet

Variable

Czech
Cemetary

t

Toothpick

11.681

53.724-0

2.654

0

16.281

53.943 0.198***

Depth

2.336

5-1

2.353

0.417

26.449

0.879

0.160**

Plants

81

7-0

15.86

1.103

190.315

1.096

0.022

Organic
matter

10.676

14.947.96

15.86

0.754

190.315

2.091

0.379***

Stand

289

12-0

2.267

0

25.315

6.272

0.286**

θv

0.166

0.22-0.13

10.949

0

70.278

0.0001 0.295***

The recovery of R. solani AG11 from the entire field in propagules /kg total soil assayed

throughout the field (TP), the mean depth of recovery (depth), total plants positive for R. solani
AG11 (PL), the total eluted organic matter recovered in a 600 µm sieve (OM), the total emerged
seedlings from the controlled stand experiments (stand), and the mean volumetric water content
across all positions in the field (θv).
u

The range of observations on a per point basis for all variables.

v

The lag is the distance measure (m).

w

The nugget is measurement error/variation at distances smaller than the sampling interval (m).

x

The range the distance where the model flattens and autocorrelation ceases (m).

y

The partial sill the sill (value where the range is attained) – the nugget (variance).

z

*** indicates significance below P = 0.001, ** below P = 0.01, * below P = 0.05, and –below

0.10. Negative values approach dispersion while positive values approach aggregation.
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Table 4. Regression analyses modeling the relationship between R. solani AG11 recovered
from plant sampling (PL) or toothpick baiting (TP) from soil at 98 GPS positions in a soybean
field near Hazen, AR in 2012. Variables are the soil inoculum potential (Toothpick
(propagules/kg all soil assayed)), the depth of recovery on toothpicks (depth (cm)), recovery
from plants, the recovery of eluted organic matter captured in a 600 µm sieve (g), the quantity of
emerged seedlings from the controlled stand experiments (stand), and the volumetric water
content θv (%v/v).
Variable

Hula Shop

Hazen Hole

Czech Cemetery

TP w

PLx

TPx

PLx

TPw

PLx

Toothpick

-

0.001

-

NS

-

NS

Depth

0.046

NS

0.065

NS

0.0006

NS

Plants

0.004

-

NS

-

NS

-

θv

0.006

0.033 y

NS

NS z

NS

0.006 y

Organic matter

NS

NS

0.004

0.11

NS

0.026

Stand

0.001

0.012 y

NS

0.058

NS

0.011

w

Significance of relationships derived from the fit of the spatial lag model.

x

Significance of relationships derived from the fit of the ordinary least squares model.

y

The t-statistics for these relationships were negative.

z

The recovery of R. solani AG11 from plants in 2011 correlated to the driest areas in the field

(P=0.002).
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FIGURES
A

(p/kg soil)

B

D

C

(+plants/position) (%v/v)

(cm)

Fig 1. Trend surface regression representing A) isolates of R. solani AG11 recovered from a
modified toothpick baiting procedure (propagules/kg soil), B) isolates of R. solani AG11
recovered from soybean plants at growth stage V3 (positive plants per position), C) volumetric
water content (% v/v), and D) mean depth by position of R. solani AG11 recovered using the
modified toothpick baiting procedure (cm) at 98 GPS positions in the Hula Shop field near
Hazen, AR in 2012. The trends are represented using 10 geometric intervals.
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A

(p/kg soil)
B

(g)
C

(cm)
Fig 2. Trend surface models representing relationships of A) the soil inoculum potential
(propagules/kg soil), B) mean eluted organic matter (g), and C) depth (cm) of R. solani AG11
recovered from a modified toothpick baiting procedure at 96 GPS positions in the Hole in the
Wall field near Hazen, AR in 2012.
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A

(+plants/position)
B

(seedlings/position)
Fig. 3. Trend surface models representing the relationship between A) the recovery of
Rhizoctonia solani AG11 from plants and B) the seedlings that had emerged from controlled
spatial stand assessment sampled on 96 GPS positions in the Hole in the Wall field near DeValls
bluff, AR in 2012.
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A

B

C

(+plants/position)

(% v/v)

(seedlings/position)

Fig. 4. The trend surface models represent the relationship between A) Rhizoctonia solani AG11
recovered from soybeans at growth stage V3, B) the volumetric water content (%v/v), and C) the
emergence of soybean seedlings from the controlled spatial stand assessment experiments from
97 GPS positions in the Czech Cemetery field near Hazen, AR.
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Fig 5. Seed death caused by Pythium spp. and the uninoculated control at bottom right.
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APPENDIX D
Statistical summary 1. The correlation between the soil inoculum potential of Rhizoctonia
solani AG11 and R. solani AG11 recovery from plants, volumetric water content, eluted organic
matter, soybean plant stand, and depth of recovery of R. solani AG11 on 98 GPS positions in the
Hula Shop field near Hazen, AR in 2012.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: SPATIAL LAG MODEL - MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
Data set
: Hula_shop_analysis_x
Spatial Weight
: Hula_shop_analysis_x.gwt
Dependent Variable :
TPAG11 Number of Observations:
98
Mean dependent var :
7.11224 Number of Variables
:
7
S.D. dependent var :
7.80618 Degrees of Freedom
:
91
Lag coeff.
(Rho) :
0.186136

R-squared
Sq. Correlation
Sigma-square
S.E of regression

:
: :
:

0.337788
40.3528
6.35239

Log likelihood
:
Akaike info criterion :
Schwarz criterion
:

-320.817
655.634
673.729

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
z-value
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------W_TPAG11
0.1861363
0.1039158
1.791222
0.0732575
CONSTANT
-14.15025
4.577634
-3.091171
0.0019938
PLAG11
0.8556473
0.3287583
2.602664
0.0092503
MOIST726
27.01958
11.14043
2.425363
0.0152931
STAND
1.024331
0.3024777
3.386469
0.0007081
OM_MEAN
0.2347218
0.2775528
0.8456835
0.3977292
AG11DEPTH
1.587908
0.7741357
2.051201
0.0402473
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
Breusch-Pagan test

DF
5

VALUE
17.61573

PROB
0.0034686

DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
SPATIAL LAG DEPENDENCE FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : Hula_shop_analysis_x.gwt
TEST
DF
VALUE
PROB
Likelihood Ratio Test
1
3.554129
0.059397
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Statistical summary 2. The correlation between the soil inoculum potential of Rhizoctonia
solani AG11 and eluted organic matter and depth of recovery of R. solani AG11 on 96 GPS
positions in the Hole in the Wall field near DeValls Bluff, AR in 2012.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Data set
Dependent Variable
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var

:
:
:
:

R-squared
:
Adjusted R-squared :
Sum squared residual:
Sigma-square
:
S.E. of regression :
Sigma-square ML
:
S.E of regression ML:

Hazen_Hole_analysis_x
TP12AG11 Number of Observations:
0.979167 Number of Variables
:
1.47887 Degrees of Freedom
:
0.116142
0.097134
185.573
1.99541
1.41259
1.93306
1.39034

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Log likelihood
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

:
:
:
:
:

96
3
93
6.11025
0.00321211
-167.855
341.71
349.403

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
t-Statistic
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------CONSTANT
-3.487091
1.445221
-2.412842
0.0177899
OM
0.3515246
0.1180601
2.977505
0.0037051
DEPTH
0.2062145
0.110664
1.863429
0.0655575
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
MULTICOLLINEARITY CONDITION NUMBER
22.220332
TEST ON NORMALITY OF ERRORS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Jarque-Bera
2
57.64938

DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Breusch-Pagan test
2
16.30558
Koenker-Bassett test
2
7.684576
SPECIFICATION ROBUST TEST
TEST
DF
VALUE
White
5
7.884113

DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : Hazen_Hole_analysis_x.gwt
(row-standardized weights)
TEST
MI/DF
VALUE
Moran's I (error)
0.021786
0.6295060
Lagrange Multiplier (lag)
1
1.0527677
Robust LM (lag)
1
3.7277919
Lagrange Multiplier (error)
1
0.1408681
Robust LM (error)
1
2.8158923
Lagrange Multiplier (SARMA)
2
3.8686600
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PROB
0.0000000

PROB
0.0002879
0.0214445
PROB
0.1627391

PROB
0.5290177
0.3048705
0.0535141
0.7074195
0.0933350
0.1445211

Statistical summary 3. The correlation between the soil inoculum potential of Rhizoctonia
solani AG11 and volumetric water content and depth of recovery of R. solani AG11 on 97 GPS
positions in the Czech Cemetery field near Hazen, AR in 2012.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: SPATIAL LAG MODEL - MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
Data set
: chzech_cem_analysis12
Spatial Weight
: chzech_cem_analysis12.gwt
Dependent Variable :
TP Number of Observations:
97
Mean dependent var :
7.17526 Number of Variables
:
4
S.D. dependent var :
7.42663 Degrees of Freedom
:
93
Lag coeff.
(Rho) :
0.175934
R-squared
Sq. Correlation
Sigma-square
S.E of regression

:
: :
:

0.168556
45.8582
6.77187

Log likelihood
:
Akaike info criterion :
Schwarz criterion
:

-324.015
656.029
666.328

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
z-value
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------W_TP
0.1759335
0.08876264
1.982067
0.0474716
CONSTANT
-9.054789
6.930381
-1.306536
0.1913706
MEAN_MOIST
62.46848
39.43741
1.583991
0.1131959
AG11DEPTH
2.34801
0.664776
3.532031
0.0004125
----------------------------------------------------------------------REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
Breusch-Pagan test

DF
2

VALUE
10.00418

PROB
0.0067239

DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
SPATIAL LAG DEPENDENCE FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : chzech_cem_analysis12.gwt
TEST
DF
VALUE
PROB
Likelihood Ratio Test
1
3.503074
0.0612551
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Statistical summary 4. The correlation between the Rhizoctonia solani AG11 recovery from
plants and soil inoculum potential of R. solani AG11, volumetric water content, and soybean
plant stand on 98 GPS positions in the Hula Shop field near Hazen, AR in 2012.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Data set
: Hula_shop_analysis_x
Dependent Variable :
PLAG11 Number of Observations:
Mean dependent var :
2.60204 Number of Variables
:
S.D. dependent var :
2.00377 Degrees of Freedom
:
R-squared
:
Adjusted R-squared :
Sum squared residual:
Sigma-square
:
S.E. of regression :
Sigma-square ML
:
S.E of regression ML:

0.149213
0.122061
334.767
3.56135
1.88715
3.41599
1.84824

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Log likelihood
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

:
:
:
:
:

98
4
94
5.49532
0.00160049
-199.251
406.502
416.842

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
t-Statistic
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------CONSTANT
5.320369
0.939837
5.660949
0.0000002
TPAG11
0.0882241
0.02708022
3.25788
0.0015626
MOIST816
-12.15674
5.620674
-2.162861
0.0330890
STAND
-0.2340374
0.09132025
-2.56282
0.0119704
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
MULTICOLLINEARITY CONDITION NUMBER
12.255310
TEST ON NORMALITY OF ERRORS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Jarque-Bera
2
3.423325

DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Breusch-Pagan test
3
4.28924
Koenker-Bassett test
3
4.797353
SPECIFICATION ROBUST TEST
TEST
DF
VALUE
White
9
15.84989

DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : Hula_shop_analysis_x.gwt
(row-standardized weights)
TEST
MI/DF
VALUE
Moran's I (error)
0.000587
0.2557461
Lagrange Multiplier (lag)
1
0.5333747
Robust LM (lag)
1
5.3720731
Lagrange Multiplier (error)
1
0.0000489
Robust LM (error)
1
4.8387474
Lagrange Multiplier (SARMA)
2
5.3721220
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PROB
0.1805654

PROB
0.2318778
0.1872517
PROB
0.0700832

PROB
0.7981470
0.4651915
0.0204616
0.9944203
0.0278271
0.0681488

Statistical summary 5. The correlation between the Rhizoctonia solani AG11 recovery from
plants and soybean plant stand and eluted organic matter on 96 GPS positions in the Hole in the
Wall field near DeValls Bluff, AR in 2012.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Data set
: Hazen_Hole_analysis_x
Dependent Variable : N12PL_AG11 Number of Observations:
Mean dependent var :
2.01042 Number of Variables
:
S.D. dependent var :
1.84557 Degrees of Freedom
:
R-squared
:
Adjusted R-squared :
Sum squared residual:
Sigma-square
:
S.E. of regression :
Sigma-square ML
:
S.E of regression ML:

0.063672
0.043535
306.17
3.29215
1.81443
3.18927
1.78585

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Log likelihood
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

:
:
:
:
:

96
3
93
3.16206
0.0469258
-191.888
389.776
397.469

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
t-Statistic
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------CONSTANT
-1.324676
1.857822
-0.7130266
0.4776147
STAND2
0.2087317
0.1090532
1.914036
0.0586904
OM
0.2402188
0.1516813
1.583707
0.1166554
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
MULTICOLLINEARITY CONDITION NUMBER
ERRORS
TEST
Jarque-Bera

DF
2

23.132417
(Extreme Multicollinearity)TEST ON NORMALITY OF
VALUE
9.752148

DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Breusch-Pagan test
2
0.6168079
Koenker-Bassett test
2
0.5415543
SPECIFICATION ROBUST TEST
TEST
DF
VALUE
White
5
1.32847

DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : Hazen_Hole_analysis_x.gwt
(row-standardized weights)
TEST
MI/DF
VALUE
Moran's I (error)
0.040091
0.9593365
Lagrange Multiplier (lag)
1
0.6284644
Robust LM (lag)
1
0.2981240
Lagrange Multiplier (error)
1
0.4770466
Robust LM (error)
1
0.1467062
Lagrange Multiplier (SARMA)
2
0.7751707
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PROB
0.0076269

PROB
0.7346185
0.7627865
PROB
0.9319750

PROB
0.3373892
0.4279191
0.5850609
0.4897631
0.7017031
0.6786937

Statistical summary 6. The correlation between the Rhizoctonia solani AG11 recovery from
plants and soybean plant stand and eluted organic matter on 97 GPS positions in the Czech
Cemetery field near Hazen, AR in 2012.
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT: ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Data set
: chzech_cem_analysis12
Dependent Variable :
AG11 Number of Observations:
Mean dependent var :
0.835052 Number of Variables
:
S.D. dependent var :
1.33687 Degrees of Freedom
:
R-squared
:
Adjusted R-squared :
Sum squared residual:
Sigma-square
:
S.E. of regression :
Sigma-square ML
:
S.E of regression ML:

0.144963
0.117381
148.23
1.59387
1.26249
1.52814
1.23618

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Log likelihood
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

:
:
:
:
:

97
4
93
5.25574
0.00214989
-158.204
324.407
334.706

----------------------------------------------------------------------Variable
Coefficient
Std.Error
t-Statistic
Probability
----------------------------------------------------------------------CONSTANT
1.507685
1.616413
0.9327352
0.3533714
MEAN_MOIST
-20.29164
7.266654
-2.792432
0.0063504
STAND
0.1456128
0.05664822
2.570474
0.0117438
OM
0.2114308
0.09366332
2.257349
0.0263265
----------------------------------------------------------------------REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
MULTICOLLINEARITY CONDITION NUMBER
29.494710
TEST ON NORMALITY OF ERRORS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Jarque-Bera
2
212.8761
DIAGNOSTICS FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY
RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
TEST
DF
VALUE
Breusch-Pagan test
3
26.08741
Koenker-Bassett test
3
6.535465
SPECIFICATION ROBUST TEST
TEST
DF
VALUE
White
9
15.23765
DIAGNOSTICS FOR SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
FOR WEIGHT MATRIX : chzech_cem_analysis12.gwt
(row-standardized weights)
TEST
MI/DF
VALUE
Moran's I (error)
0.020954
0.3837412
Lagrange Multiplier (lag)
1
0.0037734
Robust LM (lag)
1
0.2305155
Lagrange Multiplier (error)
1
0.0369025
Robust LM (error)
1
0.2636446
Lagrange Multiplier (SARMA)
2
0.2674180
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PROB
0.0000000

PROB
0.0000091
0.0882743
PROB
0.0846116

PROB
0.7011704
0.9510184
0.6311418
0.8476638
0.6076273
0.8748446
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CONCLUSION
The evaluation of methods and Rhizoctonia selective media allowed for the
determination of reliable methodology to successfully sample soybean fields that had undergone
rice and soybean rotations and recover Rhizoctonia spp. The distributions determined indicate
that both the pathogenic Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA and the non-pathogenic R. solani AG11
exist in an aggregated scale that is contiguous enough to be managed in a precision program.
Rhizoctonia solani AG1-IA should be dealt with during the stage one colonization of the soybean
plant and prior to stage two development of aerial blight after canopy closure. The turns in levee
systems facilitate “logical areas of collection” that can be targeted for precision scouting and
fungicide application. The objectives of future experimentation should be to determine the best
chemistries and timing of application to limit colonization during the early vegetative stages of
soybean development. Conversely, R. solani AG11should be explored as a possible component
of a larger endemic population of organisms that could be utilized in a precision biological
control scenario where fungicides are targeted to the pathogen but non-target effects of beneficial
organisms are limited. Plant protection, dominant populations, and tolerance to thiophanatemethyl were observed for this fungus in this study.

Given the efficacy of nonpathogenic

Rhizoctonia spp. supported in the literature, a precision fungicide trial that assesses disease after
application of thiophanate-methyl during the early vegetative stages of soybean development is
logical. Further, the greatest observation from this work is the fact that large scale spatial
investigation reveals real relationships in the field. As data can be collected more easily and
with less expense, the volume of spatial studies must increase to help understand the
relationships between plant pathogens and the poorly understood and dynamic agricultural soil
system.
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